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ANT A FE NEW MEXICAN
SANTA FE, N. M., THURSDAY, JUNE 14. 1906.

VOL. 43.

SOUSA ATTACKS
TALKING MACHINE

STATEHOOD MEASURE

PASSED BY SENATE
House Followed Suit This Afternoon
President Will Sign Tomorrow.
COJV- -

COJJSilTUTlOfJAL

VEfJTIOfJ DECEMBER 3
Yea and Nay Vote on Joining of Territories at November
Election- - All Provisions of Hamilton- Beveridge Bill.
Washington, 0. C, June 14. Thii
HOUSE AT 5:20 O'CLOCK, EASTERN TIME, ADOPTED THE CONFERENCE REPORT ON THE STATE- HOOD BILL, WHICH

NOW GOES TO

THE PRESIDENT FOR HIS SIGNATURE.

Ill

6:20
14. At
June
Washington,
o'clock last evening the Senate adopted the conference report on the statehood bill without a division. It Is
expected that the conference report
will come up In the House and pass
until totoday but it may be delayed
morrow.
Those Who Debated on Report.
The report was debated by Senattrs
Foraker, Bailey, Patterson, Money, Dubois, Morgan, Stone; McCumber and
others. Several Democratic Senators
of
Intimated that the consolidation
Oklahoma and Indian Territory would
toure to the advantage of the Republican party, and Mr. Money declared
that such was the latent and charged
further that the legislation is influenced by sectionalism. He declared that
one western man is equal in all qualities of manhood to 'five eastern men.
Senator DuBods announced his In
tention to vote against the acceptance
of the report because of the omission
provision Inof the
serted by the Senate, and In doing so
he took occasion to review his own political experience In dealing with the
Mormons, saying that he knew that Ms
stand on the question would result In
his enforced retirement from the Sen-

Tawney, chairman of the committee on
appropriations, who is anxious to get
the sundry civil bill out of the way,
asked If the bill would engender any
extended debate. Mr. Hamilton assured htm that it would not. It then
was discovered that neither bill nor
papers were on the speaker's desk,
the Senate not having communicated
Its action on the statehood bill to the
House, and Mr. Hamilton greatly disappointed, was compelled to postpone
action on the. .bill until later in the
day.

Statehood Bill Slid Throuyh Easily.
Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, D. C.June 14. The
statehood bill passed the Senate practically unanimously. It will have no
opposition in the House. Senator Morgan predicted that the provision in
the hill, granting the State of Arizona
$5,000,000 cash and 130,000,000 worth
of land for the use of the public
schools, would induce both territories
to accept Joint statehood.
He regretted that two states would net he formed out of . New Mexico and Arizona.
Senator Money made a similar prediction and expressed a Mke Tegret. Senator Bailey, the Democratic leader,
withdrew all previous objections, and
not a vote was recorded against the
passage of the bill with the Carter
amendment.
That Bribe of $5,000,000.
Senator Morgan critlslzed the com
promise provision on the ground that
it leaves to the President the right to
say whetherfNew Mexico and Arizona
dhould decide to enter the Union, say'"
ate.
The Senate also listened during the ing that this was a delegation ot powMil- er which Congress has no
authority to
day to an argument by Senator
lard In opposition to the sea level Pan- make.
He predicted that the vote of the
ama Canal bill, and also to further debate on the Lake Erie and Ohio River two Territories would be for stateCanal bill which was notacted upon. hood, because they would not be able
to resist "the bribe of $5,000,000
given
Lively Debate Precedes Adoption.
Washington, June 14. Senator Bev- by the bill to the proposed state of
Arizona.
eridge called up the conference report
Mr. Morgan declared that the bill
on the statehood bill In the Senate todis- has been from the beginning a Repubhours'
three
almost
after
and
day
cussion it was adopted without divi- lican measure and said the effect
sion. Senator Bailey Indicated dis- would be to advance the interests of
In this connection he
pleasure over the location of the Ok- that party.
spoke of the varying size of the states,
tal of the proposed new state of
lahoma at Guthrie until 1913, but said and comparing Rhode Island to New
that Oklahoma and Indian Territory lork, said It was more majestic be
had beep kept out of statehood so long cause Its two Senators were present
that he would make no effort to de- m the Senate while New York's Sena
feat the report. He declared the tors were not. He predicted that such
effort to link those two territories legislation as this would be resorted
Republican ma
with Arizona and New Mexico was In- to until a
excusable and expressed the hope that joiity Is assured and said that such
the separate vote allowed the latter possession of power was liable to reIn the expulsion of any Senator
pair would settle for all time the ques- sult
tion of their consideration as one who would dare to express his sentiments. "I would not Impute that destate.
sire to the Senators on the other side,"
No Compromise for Money.
Senator
Money
objected to the he said, "but I confess I dread you
union of Oklahoma and Indian Terri- when you get the power I dread you.'
While expressing the opinion that
tory. He expressed special regret that
Democratic Senators are uniting with the result would inure to the Interest
of the small eastern states, Senator
Republicans in bringing about the result. He also declared that "if the Stone expressed his willingness to actwo territories were in the north, not cept the report as a final' settlement
a man on the Republican side would of the question.
No "Surrender" for McCumber.
vote to unite them," and said that Dakota, with Oklahoma and Indian TerriSenator McCumber, who has from
tory has been divided into .two states the first objected to joint statehood,
In order to secure four United States tor Oklahoma and Indian territory In
Senators.
dlcated his Intention not to "surrenHe expected, he said, to cast the der" 'because he believed that each
only vote In opposition to the adop- Territory possesses all qualities nection of the report, hut he would "nev essaryto a good state. He did not
He also agree that the consolidation of the
er sanction the outrage."
spoke of the liquor question as caus Territories had been engineered by the
tag juflt indignation on the part of the Republican party, but he believed with
people, saying that It is the result of Mr. Money that It had been Influenced
"that Pharisaical cant and hypocrisy by sectionalism, the prejudice on the
which leads some to scrutinize With part of the old states against giving
more power to new states.
great, care the sins. of others while
oblivious of their
Polygamy Alarms Senator Dubois.
He pleaded for the right of the new
Senator Dubois found fault with the
state to regulate its own affairs and report because of the omission of the
. declares that "he would not give 100,amendment as applied
000 people of the west for 500,000 to
Arizona. He declared that there are
people of the east, "because one west- many polygamlsts living In that Terriera main is worth Ave eastern men In tory, arid that once Arizona is admit
all elements of self respect, courage ted to statehood the Mormons heir
and manhood," and could take better
archy would control politics. He then
care of his morals Chan could persons said:
of the "effete east"
"I know what this stt""flnt. meant
Oklahomana Celebrated Big Event.
to
it means the end ub toy poll
Guthrie, Okla., June 14. There was tlcalme;career.
I have given no quarter
great rejoicing here last might when and have asked none.
. I enjoy the
It became known that the statehood
I
bill had been" accepted by the Senate, life and duties here, and would have
had a continuous service in the Senate,
Nearly every inhabitant in the city
went into the streets and joined in the but for this conflict.
"I
not have been defeated In
demonstration by discharging firearms 1895 would
but for this hierarchy,
and I
and fireworks. Whistles Mew and
know that no man can now be elected
bells rang for over an hour.,;
to the Senate from Utah, Idaho or
Holiday in Indian Territory.
who antagonizes the heirWyoming
Muskogee, I. T., June 14. Here and
archy. I warn the Senate that it Is
throughout Indian Territory there was playing with Are. I shall never vote
great rejoicing last night over the ap- for the
v
parent near approach of statehood. A By thereport."
terms
of the conference re
movement was started to set aside the
port on the statehood bill adopted by
day following the signing of the bill the Senate
today Indian Territory and
as a holiday.
Oklahoma are to be admitted to the
Report Postponed In House.
Union as one state under the name ot
Washington, June 14, Mr. Hamll Oklahoma. The Territories of New
...ton, of Michigan, chairman of the com Mexico and Arizona are to be admitted
mittee on territories, just before the as one state under the name of Ari
House went into a committee of the zona, provided the people of each oi
.
' wfcol
today, called np the conference those Territories vote for joint state- continued on Page Bight.)
vjMtwtl .on the statehood hill. Mr
two-third- s

-
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Says

tMeans Death to Cultivation of
Human Voice and Musical
Talent.

BACHELOR CLOTHES
5,000 WOMEN RUSSIAN LEADERS

STEAMER

I

Washington, June 14. John Phillip
Sousa, the bandmaster, made a bitter
attack on talking machines today at
the hearing on the copyright law by
the combined committees on patentB
of the Senate and House.
i leu you tne numan voice is not
heard as it used to be," he said, "and
I prophesy that the vocal chords may
by this disuse become useless.
Sale of Instruments Decreasing.
"Another evidence that these machines are taking the musical initiative
from our people is that the sale of
the banjo, the mandolin, and the guitar are greatly decreasing, and the
dealers tell me this Is on account of
the Increased use of the talking ma
chines."
Mr, Sousa testified that In every one
of the catalogues of the manufacturers
of talking machines was a list of some
20 to 100 of his compositions, but he
had yet to receive the first cent for
what he regarded as this "piracy,"
View of Librarian Putnam.
Librarian Putnam declared that the
manufacturers
of talking machines
would oppose the provision prohibiting
the reproduction of copyrighted musical compositions without the consent
of the proprietor of the copyright.
Victor Herbert, the composer, speaking, he said, for many brother composers, favored the provision in the
bill intended to protect their rights.
Hcrace Pettit, representing a talking machine company, wanted the bill
amended to give a right to copyright
the records when made. Opposition to
this was voiced by Paul Fuller, representing the New York Bar Association,

ROBERT ROOSEVELT
SUCCUMBS TO ILLNESS
Aged

E

Uncle of President le Dead
Home on Long Island His

at

Career.

15

By

WN

UP

An Explosion of

Naptha Gas from
Soap.
E

STEVEDORES

KILLED

Was
And Many Wounded
Docked at Liverpool After
Discharging Passengers.

life-lon- g

San Francisco, Cal., June 14. Beglnlng tomorrow Rudolph Weill, the
millionaire merchant and philanthro
pist, will furnish complete outfits of
clothing to 5,000 needy women.
Mr. Weill Is a bachelor and feels
that he owes something to the gentler
sex, and has taken this novel method
to discharge the debt. No questions
will be asked and the recipients of Mr,
Weill's generosity need not even give
their names.
To fifty charitable women he has
given the task of selecting those to
be outfitted and a card from any one
of the judges will entitle the holder to
dresses and cloaks, Shoes and lingerie.
Makes Levy on Bachelor.
"I summoned an extraordinary ses
sion of my own legislature and levied
a special tax on a bachelor," is the
humorous way In which Mr. Weill puts
it. "I happened to be the bachelor.
This Is one tax levy that there is no
way to veto.
"You see, I never had the pleasure
of providing for a wife. In a time
of stress such as this, when heads of
families have been put to their wits'
ends in attending to the wants of those
dependent upon them, my conscience
has troubled me, so I decided to levy
tho tax. When 5,000 needy women
shall have been supplied with complete
outfits of clothing I shall feel that I
have done something of my duty to
ward the other sex. This is not a
matter of phllanthrophy, except to
ward myself. I want to free myself of
an accusing conscience."
Sees Opportunity for Others.
Mr. Weill was asked whether he
believes other bachelors ought to follow his example.
"That Is a question which they must
settle in their own minds," said he.
"If they feel they-owa debt to the
women of the land and have the means
Wherewith to meet the obligation, I
suppose they ought to settle. This is
a good time for the San Franolsco
bachelor to square up and balance his
books."
e

CHAIRMAN SHONTS
AT DRAKE UNIVERSITY
Delivers Address to 2,000 People
of Late Governor
Drake.

Says it Means Death to Cultivation of
Something to Gentler s
Sex.

Liverpool, June 14. Nine men were
Instantly killed and some forty others
woijided following a terrific explosion on the British steamer Haverford
this morning. Some of the injured,
It Is believed, will die. The cause of
the explosion is as yet undetermined
but there are rumors that It was
caused by an infernal machine. The
Haverford with its passengers arrived
here yesterday from Philadelphia. The
vessel Is owned by the International
Navigation Company. The Haverford
landed her passengers yesterday. The
stevedores were in the act of loosen
ing the steamer's hatches when sud
denly a violent explosion occurred. It
blew off the hatches, rent the docks
and hurled dead and wounded men in
all directions.
Several bodies were
dismembered. Fire followed. A cargo, consisting of linseed oil cake was
soon blazing fiercely, but after a two
hours' fight, the fire was subdued.
Naptha Caused Terrible Accident
Later it was said the disaster was
apparently caused by an explosion of
a barrel of naptha. The death list now
totals nine.
Was No Infernal Machine Aboard.
The report that the explosion on
the Haverford was due to an infernal
machine arose from tho finding of
a wooden box a foot square in one of
the holds. The box was only partly
shattered, and still contained pieces
of steel machinery.
Officials of the
TO
International Navigation Company say BOOTH-TUCKE- R
they believe the explosion was due to
MARRY
AGAIN
the igniting of gas given off by naptha
soap which formed part of the cargo. Colonel
Emma Reid to Become Wife
of Salvation Army
'
Leader.
COCKERELL' I IEADS

Sayvllle, L. I., June 14. Robert B.
Roosevelt, an uncle of the President,
died early today. He had been ill
several months. Mr. Roosevelt was 76
Demoyears old. He was a
crat; practiced law for twenty years,
but decided in 1871 to devote himself
to literature and state-craf- t
and was
editor of the New York Citizen for
several years; alderman of New York
City; member of Congress from 1873
to 1875; chairman of the executive
BIOLOGICAL PARTY
committee of seventy In the fight
against the Tweed ring; United States Well
Known Scientist and Instructor
minister to The Netherlands from 1888
of Colorado University
to 1890, and was treasurer of the naSearching
for More Knowledge.
tional committee at the time of Cleveland's second election.
Boulder, Colo., June 14. irof. T. D.
A. Cockerell started
Tuesday with a
party of four for Florrlsant. C.amaAn
ANOTHER FAKE
on a biological excursion. .Professor
STORY EXPLODED Cockerell is an Instructor In entomology at the university and at the preC. H. Schlaeks of Rio Grande System paratory school and has
gained a repIs Not To Change His
utation as authority on his special
Position.
subject about which he has written
some sixty articles for scientific magNew York, June 14. Amusement azines within the last year. His wife,
was created in the offices of the Mis- who accompanied the party, is also a
souri Pacific by a report from Denver writer, having contributed many artithat Charles S. Clarke, vice president cles to the Arena.
Professor and Mrs. Cockerell are
of the Missouri Pacific, would soon r&
well known in Santa Fe. Both were
sign, to be succeeded by Charles H.
Schlaeks, vice president of the Denver members of the faculty of the Normal
University and prior to that Professor
& Rio Grande.
It was stated that Mr. Clarke and Cockerell was a member of the faculty
Mr. Schlaeks had been friends and of the College of Agriculture and Mecompanions from boyhood days and chanic Arts at Mesllla Park.
that the reported changes were absurd,
especially In view of the intimate NEW "LOCO" WEED
friendship existing between the two
IN COLORADO
men. Messrs. Clarke and Schlaeks
will continue In their respective posi
tions, developing the properties that Botanists of Argicultural College Unare under their management,
able to Classify Species Sent By
Ranchers.
i

NO. 99.

Minneapolrl, Minn., June 14. Comr
mander
of London, international secretary of the Salvation
Army and former commander of the
Army in America, will soon be married
to Colonel Emma Hold, at present in
charge of the rmy in Ireland.
r
Commander
is well
known in the Northwest, where he has
visited many times together with his
former wife, Emma
daughter of General William Booth, founder of the Army, who met with a tragic
death in a railway accident at Dean
Lake, Missouri, two and a half years
ago. The exact date of the coming nuptials, which are a great surprise to
even the friends of the commander,
has not yet been given out, but it Is
stated on competent authority that the
marriage will take place some time In
June, probably the latter part.
Colonel Reld Is considered a capable
woman, and before taking charga of
the army work In Ireland was In command of Its forces in Italy.
The wedding will take place In London, and will be private.

BRITISH OFFICERS
ATTACKED BY NATIVES
In Africa

One Killed, Others Wounded In Revenge for Recent
Campaign. .

Cairo, June 14. Captain S. C. Bull
of the Sixth Dragoons, was killed and
four other British officers badly Injured by natives near Tantag yesterday. The affair appears to be the outcome of the recent
campaign carried on during the
dispute over the Tabah boundary.

Booth-Tucke-

Booth-Tucke-

WANT ARTESIAN
WATER AT ESTANCIA
Farmers
ganize for Purpose of Raising
Funds.

And Surrounding Valley

Or-

Anglo-Turkis-

h

-

RESOLUTION TO
EXPELL SMOOT

rousing meeting at which were present
seventy members, who met to hear
the report of the committee appointed
one week before to solicit subscriptions for stock In an artesian well
company to be formed for the purpose
of sinking a well in Estancia. The
committee reported subscriptions to
stock to the amount of more than
$2,800, whereupon the association pro
ceeded to organize a company by elect
ing temporary officers, as follows: Mr,
Mr. NIsbit, vice
Lasater, president;
president; Mr. Russean, secretary; Mr.
Van Stone, treasurer. Another meetKILLED TREES
ing was called for Monday evening,
when It Is expected to effect a perman.
OLD
100 YEARS
ent organization and Incorporate the
company for $10,000, immediately after
Man "Ringed" Gcove of Cottonwoods which arrangements will be made to
That Children Should Not Have
sink the well.
Shade.

weed which the company claims is
killing its stock. The plant grows
from eight to fifteen Inches high and
resembles somewhat the common larkspur. So far neither the botanists at
the Colorado or the Wyoming experiment stations have been able to classify the plant. Specimens of the plant
and some larkspur have been sent to
the bureau of plant Industry at Washington, where an attempt will
to classify It and discover some method of combating Its poison.
e

Cheyenne, Wyo., June 14. Just sev
enty seconds were consumed by a jury
in finding Norris L. Wiggra. guilty of
malicious mischief and thereby con
demning him to the penitentiary,
WIggln's crime consisted of "ring-tagand thereby killing a lgrove of Cot
tonwood trees more than 100 years of
age, which shaded the playground of
a country school near Guernsey. He
boasted he killed the trees In order
that the school schlldren might be deprived of shade.

Passed By Republican Convention of INVESTIGATE MURDER
Wisconsin Eleaton for Next
OF FATHER GAPON
Governor.
St. Petersburg, June 14. An official
Inquiry Into the death of Father Gapon
Madison, Wis., June 14. The Re- resulted in a verdict that Gapon was
publican state convention today pass- murdered by Rulenberg and two aced a resolution calling on Senators complices. The government has formSpooner and LaFollette to vote to ex- ally demanded the extradition ot
pel Reed Smoot, E, L. Eleaton of Madfrom Switzerland, whence he
ison was nominated for governor.
fled from Finland.

READY

ing Crisis, All
Can See.
COSSACKS

JWTO

REBEL

14.
St. Petersburg,
June
Such
shrewd judges of the situation as Pro
fessor Mllukoff, leader of the Constitutional Democrats, are growing pessimistic dally. The Radical element In
the lower House of Parliament are
getting more and more out of hand
and events In the interior are march
ing so rapidly that people almost doubl
whether the surrender of the govern
ment for a responsible ministry would
not now coino too late. The leaders,
consequently, are preparing for event
ualities. The authority of Parliament
Is ferowing constantly In the country
and If the extreme elements can be
helc! In check a little longer the leaders hope that when the crisis comes
the government will realize the fu
tility of resistance, On the other
hand, the Agrarian movement which
is now extending In all directions,
threatens parliament as well as the
and It Is Increasingly
government,
manifest that the troops who come
from the villages ace siding with the
peasants from whom they were re
cruited.
Cossacks Also Rebellious.
Even the Cossacks are beginning to
rebel against the odious work of hold
ing the people in subjection. A Cos
sack member of the lower House
claims to have received a thousand
letters from Cossack soldiers saying
that they are tired ot playing the role
of oppressors of the people and adding
name of the
that the
Cossack, formerly synanomous with
brave protectors of the country against
the ravages ot the savage hordes on
the horder lands, wno now anathematized' and they desired to right the
wrongs they have been compelled to
inflict on the nation's people.
d

TUNNEL THROUGH
RATON MOUNTAIN
Santa Fe Will Expend Immense Sum
I wo
Tears iu
01 Money
plete Work.

uir

THnidari Polo.. June 14. The double
track tunnel under Raton Mountain,
which the Santa Fe Railway has been
fvwitMnirlatlne for several years, will
be under way within the next three
weeks, according to local officials oi
the company. A corps of engineers
with diamond drills is due to arrive
here in a few days to make a preliminary test bore to find the easiest route
of going through the hill.
The tunnel will be one mile long
and most of the way it will be blasted
out of solid rock. It is estimated that
It will take two years to complete the
work. It will cost an enormous amount
of money but in the end will be a saving for the Santa Fe Railway.
To reach the present tunnel in tne
mountain it reouires three large
mountain engines to push eight passenger coaches up the steep mountain
srfde.
There have been a great num
ber of wrecks on this mountain which
has caused a loss to the Santa Fe of
many hundreds of thousands of dol
lars. Work will be started on the
Trinidad and Raton aides of the moun
tain.

BACA ACQUITTED
OF MURDER CHARGE
Interesting Trial Closed In Court at
Socorro General Satisfaction
at Result.
Socorro, N. M., June 14. The trial
of Felipe Baca for the killing of David

Baca was tried in court here, Wednes
day and the jury debated Just thirty
minutes before returning a verdict of
acquittal, on the charge of murder.
The case had aroused much Interest
ta this county but those who heard the
evidence were soon convinced that the
man on trial was not guilty as charged.
Felipe Baca, marshal of Socorro, shot
and killed David Baca, December 3d,
1902, after the latter had tried to shoot
him. The killing was the result of
bitter feelings of long Standing.

Was Marking Up Scores When a
Lieutenant Bolton and Citizen Killed
Glancing Bullet Penetrated His
No Details Yet
In Philippines
Lungs.
Received.

rase.

Banks

Causing

Heavy Losses.
S

E

Say They Are Tired of Play Railroad Bridge Carried Off
at Ouray and Houses
ing Oppressors' Role-Br- ave
Name a Curse.
Swept Away.

PRIVATE SHOT
ARMY OFFICER
IN TARGET PIT
REPORTED MURDERED

St. Louis, June 14. Albert Terrell,
a negro private, in troop I, was probably fatally wounded while acting as a
marker, during target practice at the
Arcadia, Missouri, rifle range. The
steel bullet flew wide of the bull's
eye, struck the lower round of the steel
frame supporting the paper target and
Terrell was
downwards.
bounded
standing ta a concrete pit behind the
butts, staring upward to watch the
striking point The bullet penetrated
his breast and lungs. The accident
Is said to probably be the first of its
kind in the history of tb army rift

INJ0L0RAD0

For Great Impend- Rivers Overflowing

Booth-Tucke-

FortCollins, Colo., June 14. Dr.
George H. Glover, who Is in charge of
the loco weed Investigation at this
Estancia, N. M., June 14. On the
Is place, has received from the Prairie evening of June 12th the Estancia ValColoCattle Company of Southeastern
Association held a
rado some samples of a species of ley Development

Des Moines, la., June 14. 'Hon. The
odore P. Shonts, chairman of the Isth- mian Canal Commission arrived today
from Washington for the Drake UniSilver
Anniversary. - Mr.
versity
of the late Gov
Shonts Is a
ernor F. M. Drake, the prlnolpal bene
factor of the Drake University and
for whom the college was named. He
made an address today at the university to 2,000 persons.

GETTING

FLOODS

DAMAGING

14. General
June
Washington,
Wood cabled from Manila to the War
Department under today's date as fol
lows:
"Yesterday's dispatch from Brigadier General Tasker H. Bliss reports
thn murder of First Lieutenant Ed
ward C. Bolton and a citizen named
Beninmin Christian, on the night of
June 6th, about forty miles south of
Davao."
Dnvtm is a town situated on the
ornlf ot that name on the south side
of the island of Mindanao, about 600
miles from Manila.

Durango, Colo., June 14. The Animas Ulver Is three Inches higher today than during the highest period
last year and last year It was the
highest in 20 years. The river Is a
mile wide In the valley above Durango, many ranches being covered.
The railroad tracks are covered for
a distance of several miles and trains
are compelled to run slow. But little
damage so far has been done to the
railway tracks, because last year they
were raised to guard against future
Much trouble Is being had
floods.
with the Rio Grande Southern tracks
near Dolores, where they are covered
with water.
Gunnison River Rising Rapidly.
Gunnison, Colo., June 14. The
River is on the rampage In real
earnest and is doing much damage
along (he valley south of this city.
It Is higher than it has been in over
twenty years and the large amount of
snow still la the mountains will swell
its waters to the highest point. In
some places in the mountains there is
still five and six feet of snow. The
state fish hatchery the Hartman ranch
McDougal fish ponds and other places
are threatened with much damage.
Destructive Waters at Ouray.
Ouray, Colo., June 14. The warm
weather of the last three days has
converted the Uncompahgre
River
Into a raging torrent with considerable
destruction of property as a result. One
railroad bridge has been washed away,
the Ice house of the Ouray Ice Company went out last night and several
small houses along the banks of the
rive? hve'beea washed away.
Serious damage has been done at
several points along the Rio Grande
tracks, and a train load of Japs are
engaged in the attempt to save the
railroad property from further damage.
The river is higher than ever tonight
and it Is probable that several bldges
the property of the city, will be carried away, alliwugh every rbssible
effort Is being made to save them.
Heavy Storm Floods Pueblo.
Pueblo, Colo., June 14. One of the
heaviest storms that has struck Pueblo for more than a year broke upon
the city at 5 o'clock Tuesday afternoon.
The northern part of the city
received no rain whatever, while the
southern portion, especially Bessemer,
was practically flooded.
Street car
transportation was delayed for some
time, electric light wires were knocked
out In various localities and Columbia
school was struck by lightning. Telephone communication south and west
to Beulah was knocked out.
Gun-nl.so- n

OIL MAN RAN
AWAY FROM HEARING
Says Attorney General Hadley Asks
that Attachment Be Issued for
Pierce.
St. Louis, Mo., June 14. Attorney
Ueneral Hadley before United States
Commissioner Anthony declared that
H. Clay Pierce, chairman of the directors of the Waters-PiercOil Company
while remaining absent from a former
hearing on the plea of illness ( was preparing to go to New York under an
assumed name. Hadley said Pierce's
departure was blocked by the discovery that agents of the attorney gerieral
had found out the oil man's intentions.
After Pierce again failed to appear at
the oil hearing at the Southern Hotel,
Attorney General Hadley asked than
an attachment be Issued for him.
Commissioner Anthony refused on the
ground that Pierce was not within the
court's jurisdiction.
At the opening of the hearlne. At
torney John D. Johnson asked for e.
continuance, saying:
"I did not request Pierce to appear
because Judge Priest is ill and mav
continue to be ill for an indefinite
period."
Hadley was on his feet at once and
said:
"The continuance ought not to be
granted and ought not even to be requested. I know nothing of Judge
Priest's Illness, except what has been
conveyed In statements of counsel. Assuming these statements to be true,
the fact remains that Priest ought to
be here out of respect to the court.
He places business engagements above
obligations to the state."
e

BRYAN VISITS

RUSSIAN PARLIAMENT
Interested Spectator at Fiery Debate
on Agrarian Question Talked
With Leaders.
St. Petersburg, June 14. W. J. Bryan was an Interested spectator of the
proceedings In the lower House of Parliament today. During the Agrarian
debate Mr. Bryan occupied a seat in
the diplomatic box as a guest of Ambassador Meyer, and during the recess
Mr. Bryan discussed the situation with
some of the leaders In the House who
appeared anxious to express their
views to the distinguished American.
.

SECTIONAL BLESSING.
There is a change in the sentiment of the east toward irrigation enterprises. Says the New York Sun in a recent issue:
THE NEW MEXICAN
PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
"The men who are pushing irrigation into the arid regions of the
JOHN K, STAUFFER,
MAX. FROST, Editor.
great west are benefiting more of the populace of this country directly
and indirectly than any other body of men who are interested in public
work.
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe PostolBee.
"More irrigation means many more productive homes for individual
4.00
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION. . . Dally, six months, by mails
and homes that, once occupied will not be deserted, as crops and
farmers,
2.00
$ .25 Dally, three month, by mall....
Dally, per week, by carrier
under
2.00 prosperity are insured to tluvfarmer who has the water supply
1.00 Weekly, per year
Dally, per month, by carrier
1.00
his
control.
month
six
75
mall
Weekly,
Dally, per month, by
75
7.50 Weekly, per quarter
Dally, one year, by mall
"Irrigation means more traffic for the railroads, more and better food
for the people who live where food is scarce and high. It develops those
The New Mexican Is the oldest newspaper In New Mexico. It is sent to
regions of the country that most need developing; it relieves congestion
every postofflce In the Terrltor, and h as a large and growing circulation in
the older agricultural regions by affording new and attractive fields
of
Southwest.
the
among the intelligent and progressive people
for the progressive young men. It is a work that should be more appreciated and encouraged."
NOT

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
Sec'y-Trea-

o

THE LATEST AND LAST PHASE OF STATEHOOD.

The Denver Republican which has advocated joint statehood for
ew Mexico and Arizona, right along, yesterday morning expressed its
developinion editorially as follows upon the latest, and possibly the last,
of
session
at
the
the
statehood
Congress:
of
present
question
opment
''The Republican leaders of the House and the Senate having agreed
will probupon a compromise respecting the statehood bill, that measure
will
admit
which
circumstances
of
few
under
be
in
a
days
disposed
ably
Oklahoma and the Indian Territory as one state and give Arizona and
New Mexico each an opportunity to vote upon the question of entering
the Union as a single community.
"Oklahoma and the Indian Territory have long been entitled to admission, and tardy justice will be done them if they are allowed to come
in under the provisions of the pending bill. They have both population
and wealth enough to support a state government, and it would be gross
injustice to deny them the right to erect such a government and provide
in future for their own affairs.
"While New Mexico and Arizona may each bo entitled to statehood
on its own account, the two united would he able to maintain so much
more efficient a government that their union should be sought by all
means. The opposition which has been developed in Arizona seems to
be prompted in a large degree by politicians whose ambition for state and
national honors will not brook division of such distinctions with politicians in New Mexico. Better, according to their view, to select two Governors and other state officials rather than one of each, and better, four
United States Senators than only two.
"They seem to have induced a large percentage of the people to
accept these views, but whether their influence has gone far enough
to prevent a majority vote in favor of union with New Mexico is an open
question. We are confident, however, that if the two territories are united
as one state they will never thereafter seek separation. They will so grow
into each other that their interests will become identical and the people
will be proud of the greatness and consequent glory of the new commonwealth.

"The vote on this question will be held in November next, and at
the same time territorial officers will be chosen, so that if union with
New Mexico is rejected the old territorial form of government will continue without interruption. The people may count on it that in that
event the territorial condition will be greatly prolonged.
In fact it will
not be surprising if many years elapse before either Arizona or New
Mexico is admitted."
The New Mexican is certain that the Republican is barking up the
wrong tree as far as the motives of the Arizonians opposed to joint statehood are concerned but the other comments of the Republican, which has
been always friendly to New Mexico'! and Arizona's interests in ofher
directions, are worthy at least of consideration, even if not of approval
o
SAVE THE FORESTS.

The people of Otero County may be right in opposing the
of a forest reserve in the Sacramento Mountains, or they may be
merely short sighted as were the people of this section who at first op
posed the establishment of the Pecos Forest Reserve and now recognize it
as one of the real blessings that the national government has conferred
upon this part of New Mexico. The preservation of water in Otero County
and the eventual building of reservoirs, is of more consequence to the
people of Alamogordo and surroundings than the ephemeral interest of
a lumber industry.
But the establishment of a forest reserve is not a
death blow to the lumber industry, it merely makes it perpetual where
formerly it was only a matter of years for a corporation to butcher all
the trees in sight and to devastate forested regions, leaving them bare and
desolate.

An illustration of the good accomplished by the forestry service may
be taken from the turpentining interests. The unbroken forest of long
leaf pine which once extended through the southern states, practically
from the Atlantic seaboard to Texas, had been so far exhausted that, ex
pert estimates gave the industry but fifteen years more to live. More
than half of the original forest had been exhausted and much of the rest
depleted from reckless and wasteful methods.
The turpentine interests objected most vigorously and certain parts of
the south deemed themselves ruined when the forestry service stepped in
to save the pine forests. But what is the result? The turpentine output
has been increased forty per cent, $7,000,000 has been added to the
production of the forests in question and the turpentine industry, instead
of looking ahead to a life of only fifteen vears more, has been perpetuated.
the turpentine forests being saved from annihilation by an expenditure of
The New Mexican hopes that
only $14,000 by the forestry service.
similar results will follow the establishment of the proposed Sacramento
forest Reserve. It is certain that untold blessings have come and will
continue to come to New Mexico by the creation of the Pecos, the Jemez
and the Gila Reserves.
The El Paso & Southwestern Railway Company is leaving nothing
undone to make us railroad system the finest in the Southwest. Its
road bed is of the most substantial character, its steel is heavy and it is
now cutting down all grades and curves. Between El Paso and Santa
Rosa the road is to be rebuilt immediately so as to reduce all grades to
a maximum of
per cent and many of the curves will be eliminated
altogether. Twenty giant locomotives have been received lately for traffic
in New Mexico and two reservoirs of 300,000,000 gallons capacity each
have been built at Pintada and Gallinas, stations between Santa Rosa
and Alamogordo.
This will permit passenger trains to make better
time in the future and will also reduce considerably the cost of hauling
coal from Dawson to hi Paso and the Arizona smelters.
one-ha-
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Postmaster Walter has done all in his power to secure rural mail
All that the postoffice
delivery for Tesuque, Agua Fria and Sunmount.
department requires before ordering the establishment of the route is a
pledge that 180 mail boxes of a minimum cost of fifty cents each be erected
by those to be benefited by rural delivery, but this pledge is slow in forth
coming, it is a matter that the Board of Trade should take up. An active
two day canvass by some one who speaks the Spanish language and the
expenditure of $100 should not stand in the way of establishing this
route wmcn besides giving employment to a carrier at regular salary
would help to center business in Santa Fe and would encourage home- seekers to take up land in this vicinity.

TRUTHFUL

A MERE

At Clayton, Union County, two citizens have commenced the manufacture of soap and rope from the native soapweed hoping to give employment to a large number of people gathering the raw product as well
as turning it into the manufactured article. An eastern company has
built up a largo manufactury in an eastern city turning out "amole"
soap, in the making of which "amole" from New Mexico is advertised
to enter. Why, therefore, not manufacture the soap in the same place
that the raw material is found? The same applies to woolen mills that
use New Mexico wool, packing plants that use New Mexico beef
and mutton, tanneries that use New Mexico hides and canaigre, rubber
factories that might use New Mexico rubber plant and other industries
for which the raw material exists in this Territory, not to speak of docile
and low priced labor and favorable climate, abundance of fuel, nearness
to the Mexico and Oriental markets and other favorable conditions. New
Mexico's growth should lie along natural lines, that is in making use
of native resources rather thrtn in artificial booming.

REPORTS.

Santa Fe Reads Them With .Uncommon Interest,

B1EBE

IK1ICE

0BEHGY

GENERAL AGENTS FOR NEW MEXICO

A .Santa Fe citizen tells his experience In the following statement. No
better evidence than this can be had.
The truthful reports of friends and
neighbors is the best proof In the
world. Read and be convinced.
Hilarlo Sandoval, painter and paper
hanger, San Francisco Street, says:
"Anyone engaged In vay calling requires a good sound back and If
that part of his anatomy gives out or
is weak, lamo and aching for six or
seven months, he cannot perform the
ordinary day's work without great
My backache never compell
ed me to stop work, but to say the
least It was decidedly Irksome when
in the acute stage. Gradually as I con
tinned the treatment with Doan's Kid
ney Pills procured at Ireland's drug
store, the aching ceased and in a comparatively short space of time totally
disappeared."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents..
Co., Buffalo
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

PENN

GQMtV
FOR

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

PI.

OF PHILADELPHIA,

.

Foster-Milbur-

Purely a Mutual Insurance Company.".

Rational Surety

Co., of

r

flew York

Court, Fidelity and Publlo Official Bonds Lowest Rates,
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companies.

Palace Avenue

SANTA FE,

NEW MEXICO

...

THE PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Prop.

n

One of the Best Hotels In tne West
CuMne and Table Service Unocdted

SUMMER TOURIST RATES.
Santa Fe to Denver, Colorado Springs
and Pueblo via the Denver & Rio
Grande. Tickets on sale June 1st to
September 30, final limit October 21st
Stopovers allowed north of Pueblo In
To Denver and re
either direction.
turn $22.55. To Pueblo and return
$17.55. To Colorado Springs and re
During the month of May, 120,000 immigrants landed in New York. turn $13.55.
Of these almost 1)0,000 were, males. The amount of cash brought by
F. H. M'BRIDE, Agent.
these immigrants into this country amounted to over $2,300,000, quite
of the arrivals If your stocaeh troubles you do not
a neat sum, it must be admitted. More than
remained in New York, 19,000 went to Pennsylvania and 10,000 to Illi- conclude there Is no cure, for a great
many have been permanely cured by
nois. Less than 000 went to Colorado and but very few came to New Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tab
Mexico. Most of the male arrivals were good mechanics, which are very lets. Get a free sample at. any drug
much needed in this country on account of the constant decline in the store and give them a trial, They also
number of skilled mechanics in almost every part of the Union. Consid- euro constipation and biliousness.

Large Sample Room fog Commercial Trarelef,

IyACOME & GABI,E,

Q THE

L

one-thi- rd

i"

A
I

erable of the immigration into this country may be undesirable but, taken
LOW RATES TO SANTA FE, N. M.,
all in all, it is a mighty good thing for the nation that the stream of imVia the Santa Fe Railway.
From Denver, Colorado Springs nnd
migration continues as heavy as it is.
Pueblo the Santa Fe will sell tickets
.
o
one fare for the round trip. Dates
From every part of the Territory conies the news of general apathy at
of salo June 5, 12, 14, 10, 20; July 10,'
at the school elections held last week. The number of votes cast in differ- 19, 20, 21, 22, 27, 31; August 7. 14,1
ent towns and settlements was remarkably, yea, shamefully small. In 21, 23, 24, 28; September 3, 18. 25, 27,
some instances, only those who could produce a poll tax receipt were 28, 29; Odtober 2, 9, 16; limit 30 days)
from date of sale. For particulars In- permitted to vole and as the man who pays his poll tax is an exception quire of any agent, Santa Fe.
rather than the' rule, this cut down the vote considerably. But generally
H. S. LUTZ.
Santa Fo, N. M.
speaking, the public takes too little interest in public affairs and yet the
schools come nearer home to each individual than perhaps, any other
THE VERY BEST REMEDY FOR
government activity. Considering this apathy, it is really a wonder that
BOWEL TROUBLE.
the Territory possesses such excellent schools and is making rapid pro
Mr. M. F. Borrougns, an old and
well known resident of Bulfton, Ind.,!
gress along educational lines.
o
says: "I regard Chamberlain's Colic,
That the native people are in earnest about improving their own con Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy as the
very best remedy for bowel trouble. I
dition, is shown by the hearty support they give the public schools. In make this statement after having1
Union County, for instance, the district of Lujan, voted a special tax of used the remedy in my family for!
I am never without'
twenty mills on the dollar last week in order that the district might have several years.
a long public school term next year.
On the same day, the only school it." This remedy Is almost sure tnj
be needed before the summer, is over.
district in' San Juan County
native people predominate
vwykkfiw
Why not buy It now and be prepared
voted a special levy of ten mills, while none of the
American dis for such an emergency? For eale by
tricts voted a greater levy than five mills. And yet, the Democrats of all druggists.
the Pecos Valley want to disfranchise the native citizens ostensibly beSUMMER TOURIST RATES
cause of native ignorance and corruption.
To Colorado, Via the Santa Fe.
June 1st to September 30th the
The Carlsbad Sun says that if Carlsbad is to make any advancement Santa Fe will sell tickets to Denver
in the future it will have to "export a lot of foils and import Borne new and return at the rate of $22.50; Coloblood," this in commenting upon the failure of August Miller to establish rado Springs, $19.55; Pueblo, $17.55.
Tickets on sale daily and are good for
a sanitarium in that town.
Several first class funerals are evidently return
passage until Odtober 31st.
as much needed at Carlsbad as they are at Santa Fe. However, conditions
II. S. LUTZ, Agent.
are growing much better in the Capital City of late and the knocker and
Santa Fe, N. 1VI.
the man who prevents advancement to satisfy a personal grudge, with
UNKNOWN FRIENDS.
one or two exceptions, are keeping in the background pretty well of late
There are many people who have
In consequence, Isanta le is going right ahead and progressing more used Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy with splendid
rapidly in a year at present than it did previously in ten.
results, but who are unknown beo
The Navaho Indians object to the Arizona and Colorado Railroad cause they have hesitated about giving a testimonial of their experience
passing over their reservation although they will be powerless to pre- for publication. These
people, howevvent it. This objection is the result of the fear that the reservation may er, are none the less friends of this
be thrown open to settlers after the railroad has once
gained entrance. It remedy. They have done much toward
It a household word
their
is to be hoped that the fear is well founded, for
nothing better can hap- making recommendations to byfriends
personal
pen to the Navahos and northwestern New Mexico than the throwing open and neighbors. It is a
good medicine
to settlement of this big reservation, larger than the state of Connecticut to have in the home and
is widely
or New Jersey. The few thousand Indians thereon will never develop its known for its cures of diarrhoea and
all forms of bowel trouble.
For sale
resources or make use of more than a modicum of the vast acreage.
by all druggists.
:
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HOTEL
American and European Flan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric Lighted. Every Boom a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Press the Button we do the rest.

j

Cofonacto Hotel
The Best 60c Rooms in the Southwest.
Restaurant in Connection.
Short Orders Served Night and" Pay.
Regular Meals, 35c.
Serves First Class Spanish Dishes.
Everything in Season.
222 San Francisco St.
South Side Plaza.

;

It

has been New Mexico's boast for decades that it has no
poor
houses, the conclusion being drawn therefrom that it needed none. But
the absence of facilities for taking proper care of the needy will soon
be a reproach instead of a credit to New Mexico counties.
Poverty makes
its home everywhere, even in the Sunshine Territory, and in Santa Fe.
for instance, there are a score or more of cases of needy
persons for whom
some sort of an asylum should be provided. The poor farm and the
poor
house are old English institutions and no county or state can well
get
along without them in the long run as long as poverty cannot be entirely
abolished.

TO CLOUDCROFT.
A Summer Resort In Our Own Terri
tory.
Commencing June 1st, good for re
turn September 29th, 1906, the Santa
Fe Central Railway, In connection
with the E. P. & S. W. Railway will
sell round trip tickets at the low rate
of $14.f,5. For advertising matter de
scriptive of Cloudcroft, call on or address S. B. Urimshaw, General Pas
senger Agent,

to a recent report, Germany maintains 27,000
patients
in sanitaria for tuberculosis.
That is an example to the United States
which should, lead in the fight to stamp out the White
Plague. A score1
of sanitaria upon the plan of those at Fort Stanton and Fort
Bayard in
this Territory would do wonders in educating those suffering from tuberculosis to the fact that their only hope for recovery lies in the climate of
New Mexico, where an outdoor life is certain to cure
efery incipient case
and to relieve many cases that have advanced into the second and even
the third stage.

If you know the value of Chamberlain's Salve you would never wish to
be without it. Here are some of the
diseases for which' it Is especially valuable: Sore nipples, chapped hands,
burns, frost bites, chilblains, chronic
sore eyes, itching piles, tetter, salt
rheum and eczema. Price 25' cents
per box. For sale by all druggists.

According

REAL ESTATE
can get some
o
There is one contingency unprovided for in the Carter amendment real estate line right
on the reliable real
to the statehood bill. Suppose both territories agree to statehood but
Hughes & Delgado.
afterward reject the constitution to be formulated by the constitutional of Plaza.
You

BARGAINS.

,

;

6. LUPE

Modern Scientific Methods for Treatment of Disease.
TENT

trj

N. M.

The Clarendon Gat den
San Miguel Street, Near the Old Church, 8anta Fe, New Mexico,
Cut Flowers a Specialty, Wedding Bouquets, Decorations,
Floral Designs. .Telephone No. 12. P. O. Box 457.

& MONTENIE

DUDilOW
Undertakers and

Eabaloers
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.

Dodtow'i Office BuMing.
DT TtltfxxM

that is gaining in population every
day. The "Bon Ton" is the title of
the best lunch counter and hotel in
Santa Fe, which is also gaining in
popularity. When you eat there once
you have a longing desire to continue
a customer. And the world still goes
on. Are you glad? .

FE,

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

-

THE WORLD GOE8 ON."
The above is the title-t- o a new song

OF TUBERCULOSIS

Fresh Fruits In Season,

Fresh Flowers All the Time.

LXlgktas

9

35.

LB.

THE
ROSWELL AND TORRANCE

Automobile
MAIL AND STAGE COMPANY

"AND

-

CURE

and other patients. For further particulars address,
DR. J. H. 8L0AN, Medical Director, SANTA

CITY OF MEXICO VIA 8ANTA FE,
$43.65.
v
One fare for the round trip, dates
of sale April 25th to Mar 5th, return

If you want anything on
New- Mexican "ad."

THE

COTTAGES FOR

PerDiet and treatment as approved by leading medical authorities.
sonal study and attention given each case. Separate hosplial for fever

bargains in the
now by calling
estate dealers,
Office west side

limit July 31st,
Also on June 25th to July 7th, return limit September 15th. Also September 3d to 14th Inclusive, return
limit October 31st. Liberal stop overs
allowed.
Just like Santa Fe all the way.
Call on any agent for Information.
H. S. LUTZ,
Agent, Santt Fe, N. M.

Proprietor.

SAJHTATE SAfllTArlUP

convention?

The Foraker amendment plan of holding p constitutional
convention nrsi seems io.De tne more rational procedure and is the one
sanctioned by custom. The holding of a constitutional convention before
finally deciding whether to accept or reject statehood under the proposed
terms, would have been of much influence in reconciling the two territories to jointure, y
.
,
The Denver Republican deplores the fact that in place of the weekly
climate and crop reports, the weather bureaus throughout the United
States only issue climatic bulletins. There is considerable merit to the
contention of the Republican.
Even to New Mexico, the weekly climate
o
and crop report issued in former years was a matter of considerable inSierra County has followed the example of Santa Fe County and terest and
importance while the weekly climatic bulletin which has taken
has let the contract for a new stone jail to cost $4,000. It will be modern
its place seems of far less practical value, or at least, of less interest to
in every respect. Sierra has been always among the most progressive di- the
general public. The publication of the weekly crop reports should
visions of New Mexico and there are counties, notably Sandoval, which be
by all means.
should profit by the movement for modern jail buildings that has been
inaugurated by Santa Fe and Sierra Counties.
Arrangements should be made to hold the Santa Fe County Teachers'
o
Institute this summer in the Santa Fe Canon. Then invitations should
Roswell is having its oil excitement but all the oil wells to be be sent broadcast inviting not
only teachers but all those interested in edudiscovered will not do for Roswell what its artesian wells or its climate cation to spend two weeks in one of the most beautiful and
the coolest spot
are doing for it. However, it would be a great good fortune for the Arte- in New Mexico, amidst
agreeable surroundings. That would be the
sian City if to its manifold resources it would add that of oil and natural start of a summer
Chautauqua that would each year bring more people
to this city not only from nearby, but also from afar.
j

HERRERA.1

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

The short Una between Santa F .,
Albuquerque and all points of Central
and Western New Mexico and Roswell
ind the Pecos Valley, saving passengers and malls at least 24 hours in
time In making these points; also connecting at Torrance with the Rock Island system for all points east and

rest

Leave Torrance for Roswell dally at
a. m., arrive at Roswell at 12 noon.
Leave Roswell for Torrance dally at
at 1 p. m arrive at Torrance at 10 p.
m. This Is the schedule time allowed
for carrying the mall, but under favorable conditions, the trip 1b made in
about half the time. Grips and hand
sachels carried, but cannot handle
trunks at present
4

J. W. STOCKARD, Manager, Roiwell, New Mexico.
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AN OPPORTUNITY FOR SMALL INVESTORS.
but It takes money to handle propositions
no

iU
tnH.
There la
surer or safer Investment than good inside City Propery,
(Continued from Yesterday.)
savings
small capital Is barred. Growing new towns, with conditions favorable to permanency afford an opportunity to the small Inrntor to place
la offered at
At Hlllsboro, the county seat ot SiOF SANTA FE.
where his money will earn a handsome profit, equal in proportion to that ot his more fortunate brother with larger means. This chance
erra County, mining is active. It is
a gold camp, both placer and vein.
The oldest banking Institution In New Mexico. Established In 1170.
The mills are running full time grindRUFUS J. PALEN, President.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
ing up the quartz. Kasser Brothers
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President.
ALFRED H. BROOHEAO,
have made a success out ot the Good
Aaalatant Caahlar.
Hope Bonanza mine and are now drop'
ping twenty stamps on good gold ore.
in quantity at a
A rich streak of high grade silver ore
Which has all the things necessary tor the building of a good, substantial town, Including water of good quality, abundant
Capital 1M,M.
Surplus ana Undivided Profits tMJM,
in its Wancas fine an aU
with
Southwest
agriculture
In
was recently uncovered In the workthe
country
to
section
of
finest
the
feet below the surface, located in and tributary
grazing
new A., T. & s. v. anon wne to toe
ings of this mine. It is 'being mined
around climate as there Is In the world, with a pushing, energetic class of citizens and two railroads, one the
is owned ny
Transacts a
nral banking bualnaaa In all Ita branohsa. Loana
and shipped to the smelters at a good
Pacific. Wlllard has made a most phenomenal growth and the price of lots will soon advance. Better come now. The townaite
monsy on tht most favorabls tarma on all kinds of psrsonal and
profit for the company.
ascurlty, Buya and aells bonds and stocks In all markets for
The Sierra Consolidated Company
Ita cuatomsrs. Buys and aslls domsstlo and foreign exchange and
has a force of twenty men doing pre
makes talsgraphlo tranafara of monoy to all parts
the civilized
JOHN BECKER, Pr.s. and Gen. Mgr.
paratory work. The pump is runiling
i
C. BKER, Treasurer
WM. R. BERGER, Secretary.
world on aa liberal terms aa ars given by any
Call on or address JOHN W. CORBETT, Aflent, Estancla, New Mexico. L0UI8
every minute, night and day, and the
of Mr. Corbett.
absence
In
tea
ot
lota
of
sale
the
has
Interest
Co.
allowed on time deposits at the
charge
Stores at Wlllard,
Carl A. Dalles, Manager of The John Becker
agency, publlo or private.
water in the Snake lode 1b being stead
rate of three par esnt per annum, on a six month'- - or year's term,
so
reduced
a
in
short time the
that
ily
Llbsral advancss made on consignments of live stook and produota.
timbering of the main shaft can be
The bank executes all orders of Its patrons In ths banking line, and
resumed.
WHAT WE WILL DO.
The high price of zinc, the increasing when the rains come, owing to the U. 8. WEATHER BUREAU NOTES.
alms to sxtsnd to them aa liberal treatment In all respects, aa Is conWhenever you want an easy shave
The new engine house at the Oppor
Mexico.
New
for
Forecast
Railroad
fact
Buttes
Twin
of
that
the
methods
and
the
Dedemand,
improved
sistent with ssfety and the prlnclplee of sound banking. Iafsty
As good aa barbers ever gave,
tunlty is nearly complete. The con
ores, settles for will change the water drainage in
Fair wea her tonight and Friday Just call on us at our salon
posit boxes for rent. The patronage of the publlo Is respectfully
Crete foundation for the 40 horse power separating sulphide
good and all time the future ot this some places. The railroad company with stationary temperature.
At morn or eve or busy noon.
gasoline hoist Is finished, and the en
Yesterday the thermometer registered We'll curl and dress the hair with
promising district with its Immense has put in a number of culverts but
soon
will
in
be
for
gine
place ready
whether they will be able to take care as follows:
ore deposits.
vixyxvYY
Vkvsyv yyyyyy yyYyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy
business.
grace,
Maximum temperature 83 degrees at
of all the water is a question. In the
,. (Concluded Tomorrow.)
We'll suit the contour of your face. .
The cross-cu- t
of the Eureka vein has
event that they are not, the water will 5:10 p. m.
at
58
degrees
Minimum
Our razor sharp and scissors keen,
temperature
demonstrated as a fact that the vein
be sent In toward the city and will, 3:55 a.m.
Our shop Is neat and towels are clean.
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F. H. McCabe, traveling sales agent Your face, neck, arms and
ington, Indiana, stopped In Santa Fe
for H. B. Cartwright and Brother, hands can be made delicious to
today en route to the coast.
wholesale
of
the
grocers, returned yesterday look at. Use Hagan's Magnolia
grip
A. L. mite, a knight
from Kansas City, called on the trade from a three weeks' outing in the vi- Balm and you'll look ten years
cinity of Nambe Falls. He reports the younger immediately after apin town today.
weather cool and says that the crops plying it. It is not a cosmetic,
Harry Williams, a miner from
was in Santa Fe today and pur- there are doing well on account of at neither is it greasy or sticky. It
abundance of rain.
is a liquid as harmless as dischased supplies.
Colonel E. G. Austen and Will C. tilled water.
75c, at all druggists..
W. W. H. Flndlay of Las Vegas,
Barnes, president and secretary of the
spent the day in the Capital City at Cattle
to
Fe
Santa
go
Sanitary Board,
tending to business matters.
In a few days to confer with Governor
Ysldore Ferran. a merchant at Co- - Hagerman regarding the tax levy for
yote, was In the Capital City today and the ensuing year. They will leave
'attended to business matters.
here Thursday night and meet with
W. E. Neal, an insurance man from the
Governor Friday. Las Vegas
Ideas perfected, and
Albuquerque, was in the city today Daily Optic.
of
looking after business for his company
Colorado
Hagerman,
Percy
models made from
E. M. Barter arrived in the city from Springs, arrived in the city yesterday
El Paso yesterday and registered at morning via the auto from Santa Fe, explanations.
Machine, gun
the Claire. He came on business.
where he has been visiting his bro- and
bicycle repairing. Also
ther, Governor Herbert J. Hagerman.
H. M. Fulwidcr, a St. Louis travel-!lnman was in Samta Fe today and He will spend a few days with his par new and second hand bicyents, Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Hagerman, at cles for sale and
Interviewed local dealers.
guaranteed.
home at South Spring Roswell
their
an
G.
attorney
Anderson,
George
Record.
Daily
in
the
from Denver, arrived
city last
Fe Hoveitu
Mrs. B. R, Pegram, a tourist from
night and registered at the Palace. He
Samta
Fe
was
in
New York City,
came on legal business.
Francisco Street 256,
Ph secure 1 " a. carMr. and Mrs. Glenvllle A. Collins today sightseeing.
and visited
.iio.va goite to Denver, which, itris un- riage eany tnis morning
of interest in and about
derstood, will be their future place of all the points
THE PLAZA BARBER SHOP
the city. She was favorably impressed
residence.
most
with Santa Fe, saying it was the
WILLIAM H PARSONS, Prop.
Mrs. Judith Chitwood who spent the
interesting place she has visited dur Leading Tonsorlal Parlor In Santa
Tennes
In
relatives
with
month
past
ing her travels.
Two Porcelain Bath Tubs.
see, has returned to San'ta Fe for the
,
W. W. Williams, formerly of
Hair Cutting a Specialty. Three First
summer.
Sierra County, and who was a
Class Barkers.
J. C. Hudson, traveling out nf Chi member of the House of RepresentaEast Side of Plaza. South of Postal
firm,
mercantile
cago for a wholesale
36th
tives of the
Legislative Assembly
Telegraph Office.
was in the city today calling on the from that
county, has gone to Search
trade,
light, Nevada, Where he is now perJacob Finley, a commercial man manently located in mining. Mrs.
from St. IjouIs, looked after business Williams accompanied him. For a
today for a wholesale firm which he time Mr. and Mrs. Williams sojourned
in Los Angeles.
represents.
Arthur TinkaH an employe of the
J. H. Hampson, a railroad contrac
S.'nta Fe Railway at Raton was in tor, well known here for his liberality,
Santa Fe yesterday and returned home passed through the city this morning
How Many
this forenoon.
in a private car attached to train
Martin Romero, who has been spend- No. 10. Mr. Hampson was en route
ing several months In Williams, Ari- north to intercept his family, who are
zona, passed through Santa Fe today returning home from Washington, D.
en route to his home in Espanola.
C, where they have been visiting
E. Obben, an employe of the Santa since March. They will probably pass
Fe Central Railroad at Morlarty, spent through Albuquerque, south hound, toMr. Hampson is at present enyesterday in the Capital City, a guest night.
gaged in building the Pacific extension
at the Normandle.
of the Mexican Central Railway. Al
Bradley Morris Thomas, son of for
Citizen.
mer Secretary Thomas, graduated yes buquerque
the
with
Colorado
from
College
terday
degree of Bachelor of Arts.
MEADOW CITY ITEMS.
F. R. Connell, connected with the
Style
News has been received in Las Vepassenger department of the Santa
The Outing collar, introduced
Fe Railway, In Chicago, is on a visit gas of the death of Mrs. Albert A.
first by us last Spring, was univerto New Mexico and yesterday was In Barnes, a former well known resident
sally adopted by well dressed men
of the Meadow City, at her present
and altlio' copied under many
Albuquerque.
brands, noue possess its distinctive
C. W. Cook, traveling freight agent home near Oklahoma City. She was
style and perfect fit. Be sure to get
for the Santa Fe Railway, arrived in 64 years of age and is survived by a
Outing, a collar
the Corliss-Coo- n
Santa Fe yesterday and last night was husband and three sons. The Barnes
you'll enjoy wearing.
In
1882
lived
Las
from
No.
460,
family
Fe
Vegas
initiated into Santa
Lodge
to 1889, coming from White Oaks, their
You
B. P. O. E.
former
home.
about
wearing qualities, mark your
Solomon
Committeeman
National
Abel Lucero, the
child
collars each time they go to tlie
Luna arrived In the city last night
Corliss-CooMr. and Mrs. Melesio Lucero, died
laundry. You will find that
from Los Lunas. He came on business of
collars outwear others.
home
at
Los
at
Alamos
their
this
and to visit his host of friends In
And here's why
morning from a fever.
full
the Capital.
They pre always
Nlcanor Armijo died at his home at
Strength with heavy interlining cut
J. E. Napier, a member of, the Terri- San Geronimo
yesterday at the age of
away at the end of the folding line
torial Cattle Sanitary Board, was in C2
years, from fever. He leaves a
go they will fold more times without
Santa Fe today en route to his Home
family to mourn his demise.
breaking. Regular and Quarter Sizes.
in Las Vegas, after a tour of inspecA marriage license has been grantFor Sale at
of
here.
tion in the vicinity north
ed to Modesto Padilla and Carmelita
wife
of
and
Roy
Lumbaoh
Daniel
SANTA FE'S
Ollvas, both of Sapello, New Mexico.
and Miss Mary Lumbach, of Buena
The E. Romero Hose Company Is
Vista, arrived In the city yesterday making preparations for Its annual
HABERDASHERY
and will be the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fourth of July celebration, which will
J. S. Candelarlo for two weeks.
be held in the Plaza on the west side.
EDWARD EHLE, Manager.
C. T. Brown, of Socorro, the mining There will be a display of fireworks
expert, passed Lamy yesterday noon together with races of various kinds
on his way to Denver. He has just for prizes.
Mr. and Mrs, Anderson Taylor, colreturned from a business trip to the
ored, have returned to Las Vegas.
Republic of Mexico.
Julius Meyer, a member of. the ter- They were sent to the penitentiary
ritorial mounted police, arrived in the two and a half years ago from Las
:
Vegas for shooting a man. Taylor
city yesterday and registered at the was
an exceptionally well behaved
Normandle. He came on official busl- The only first class in city.
prisoner and was a "trusty" almost
the entire time he was incarcerated.
Second to none in Territory.
Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Allen and daughJudge William J. Mills Tuesday
first class artists : : ;
Four
ter, of Bisbee, Arizona, and well known
morning appointed Robert L. M. Ross,
in Santa Fe, are at their former home,
$1.50
Electrical Baths
Max Nordhaus and Filadelfo Baca to
Las Vegas, to escape the Arizona heat act as
commissioners for the en25
Baths
jury
Other
during the summer.
suing year. The two former gentle- Parlors Located West Side Plaza
R.
L.
Miller
and
Forbes, men are Republicans and the latter a
Ralph
Orley
tourists from Topeka, Kansas, arrived Democrat, as the law requires. They W, H. KERR,
in the city last night and registered were instructed by the
judge to select
at the Palace. Today they visited the 1,050 names of male residents of the
Interesting sights.
Fourth Judicial District who did not
BOUGHT to any
Mrs. F. W. Gates and daughter, Miss serve on the last juries, who are not
parts In the CounJosle Gates, who have been spending attorneys, instructors in schools or
try; send ticket
several months, In the Republic of colleges, holders of government posiIn and get cash for it; tran
Mexico, stopped in Santa Fe today en tions or over 60 years of age, and sactions guaranteed; association office.
route to their home In Durango.
these names are to be given to the ROSENFIELD, 118 R. R. Ave., AlbuA. E. Perea, formerly a clerk in the district clerk, who will write them on querque, N. M.
office of Insurance Commissioner J. slips and place them In the jury
H. Sloan and now assessor of Sandoval wheel, from which they will be subseto deCounty arrived In the city yesterday quently drawn by the judge,
HENRY KRICK
and registered at the C'aire. He came termine the venires for the next sesSole Agent For
court.
sion
of
0:1 business.
Men
an
held
Red
The
important
I etnp's St. Louis Beer
Mr. and Mrs. Ramon Romero, of
meeting Tuesday evening at their wig
Monterey, Mexico, are In Albuquerque, wam. F. J. Barnes was elected repre
Mails orders promptly attended to.
on a visit to relatives.
They will re
to the great council meet- Montezuma Ave, Santa Fe, N. M.
main in the Duke City several weeks. sentative
Telephone No. 38
to
held In Albuquerque about
be
Mr. Romero represents a Philadelphia ing
of July, with W. P. Mills
middle
the
wool firm in Mexico City.
as alternate. The amendments to the
R. J. PaTker of
Superintendent
Increasing the initiation fee,
the Santa Fe Railway, accompanied by sick and death benefits were adopted. FOX AND WOLF HOUNDS
his family, passed Lamy on Tuesday The
present membership of the tribe
evening en route for Los Angeles, Cali- Is close on to ninety and Increasing
w
of the best English strainB
fornia. His family will remain In Cali- at each meeting. All arrangements
In America; 4o years exper-iEft.
fornia during the summer.
lence tn breeding these line
were completed for the annual fiesta
Vv hounds for my own sport, I
Rabbi M. Lefkowitz, of the Temple which will he served by Van Petten
now offer them for sale.
Montefiore at Las Vegas, has been and Fries as soon as their place of
Send Stamp for Catalogue.
granted a vacation of three months business Is In operation.
T. B. HUDSPETH, Sibley. Jackson Co., Mo.
which he will spend in theological
Five
studies at Chicago, Illinois. He left
RENT
GOOD HOUSE FOR
for the Windy, City day before yester- rooms. Two story frame. Ten dollars
't
a month.
day.
See Frank Dibert.
Charles V. Safford, traveling auditor
has been at Las Vegas for a few days, THE HOT MONTHS ARE COMING.
During the summer time, when the
examining not only the books of the
county treasurer hut also of the San heat seems to take all the "tuck" out
Miguel Savings Bank and of the build- of you, then is when a nice, cool drink Fins Riga, Reliable Horses, tlngt'
ing and loan associations of the Mead- of Dr. Laurltzen's Health Table Malt
tugglss, Surreys, Hacks.
will revive your drooping spirits, tone
ow City.
feel
make
you
system and
H. L. Pace, L. Pace, O. C. Zimmer- up your
Call up 'Phone No. I whan In need
new person.
man and P. R. Boley were in Santa like a
of Anythnlg In the Livery Line.
H. S. KAUNE ft CO.
Fe today en route to the Estanda ValPhone 26.
Rsaeonahlt
Drivers Furnished..
ley where they are going for the pur- CITY BOTTLING WORKS, Phone 88. '"
Ratea.
pose of looking over the public lands
to selecting homestead
preparatory
If you do not care to pay for a dally
tracts.
paper, subscribe for the. Weekly New
Hon. and Mrs. Soloman Luna are Mexican Review and get the cream of
again in the city from Los Lunas. Mr. the week's doings. It Is an excellent
Luna is looking Into the wool market. paper to send to your friends.

personal mention!

Special
REDUCTION!
F

2 WEEKS

O
R

.

SUITS
Which is of Great Interest to the Public.

i

SUIT FOR

$221

"

A good looking face

Cer-rillo-

Tailor-Mad- e

$171
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$151

"

ATENTS!

14,

1909.

SeligmanBros. Co
Established 1856.

Incorporated

1903

Wholesale and Retail
Dry Goods
Our Goods Have the Call this Summer

Ik?

'

We

carry the largest stock
the most varied

We have

assortment
We show the latest styles
We sell at lowest prices
We maintain the quality
We lead, others follow

g

$26.50
$30.00

"

"

"

"
"

$35.00

$24.00
$27.00

256ai

$30.00

This "is the biggest
opportunity you
ever had. Come
at once and have
vour measure tak- n en before the rush
begins.

We sell

every suit with a

guarantee.
MONEY

BACK IF YOU WANT

IT IS THE WAY IT GOES HEREI

Nathan Salmon
249-251-25-

I

3

Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods,
San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N.M

WINTER GROCERY CO.
CANON CITY

Strawberries!
Agents for

1

KNEIPP MALT COFFEE

IE

M. V. BUTTER A SPECIALTY

IX

Jj

The Reigning

I

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

Proprietor.

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Potatoes. Stationeiy.

Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.
PROMPT ATTENTION
SANTA

GIVEN

F,

MAIL ORDERS.

M. M.

It will pay you to see us first before
buying any Athletic Goods. We are
the local agents of the well known and

I

and the name "Victor" is a sure guarantee that the quality is of the very
best and the price right. You will not
be disappointed with anything bearing
the "Victor" trademark. We also carry
in stock Tents, Camp Stools, Camp
Stoves, Shotguns, Rifles, Ammunition,
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Baskets, Lines
and everything necessary for a complete camping outfit.

f LIVERY

THE W. A. McKENZIE
HARDWARE STORE
Telephone

Headquarters for.

L STRAWBERRIES

!

are now receiving daily expesss
shipments of Missouri strawberries
We also have Fancy, Fresh Pineapples. Fancy Oranges. Lemons and
Bananas. Vegetables of all kinds.

We

PUNE & COMPANY

H.S.
Phone 26.

Leading Grocers.

PW 26

CUT PRICES!
CUT PRICES.

Bills

We have a quantity

of first class
furniture, stoves and ranges that we
are going to close out in the next
thirty days at great bargains. Now Is
the time to fit up your house when
you can get the best goods at the lowest prices. We will furnish your
house from kitchen to garret You
can pay cash and get a discount or
we will give you all the time you want
on easy payments. Call In and see
our goods.

I

D.

S. LOWITZKI,

Lower San Francisco

St., Santa

14

STABLE. I

CHAD. fXCCSOH.

Fe..,.

CARL A. BISHOP COMPANY

General Insurance Agents
Surety Bonds. Burglary Insurance. Investment Business.
GRIFFIN

BLOCK, SANTA FE, N. M.

CHARLES WAGNER

Furniture Co
306 to 308 San Francisco Street
We

are as far in the
LEAD

as
TEDDY
in
UNDERTAKING AND EMBALMING.

Charlii Wagner, Llceo.ed Embalmer.

representing the
PEOPLE

Hew mexico EmDloument Bureau

s

Celebrated "Victor" Lines of
Athletic Supplies

228 San Francisco St.

Phone, No. 86.

Want to Know

If

....

IlTCOftPOKATED

P. 0. Box, 219.

'

KERR'S
Parlors
Tonsorial

S. E. Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.

For Half a Century the Leading Dry Goods House In the City of Santa Fe

Hills-boro-

n

Grain. Flour and

It will pay you to see our stock of Carpets and Curtains In fact everything
In our line and we earnestly request
you to Shop with us.

AND REALTY CO.
Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real

Estate Bought. Sold and Exchanged.
Money Lent on Approved Security.

RENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES PAID- .-

Business of

Non-Residen-

ts

Attended to.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:
A Nice

House. Large
Good Location. Plenty of
7-Ro-

Lot.
Fruit Trees.
103 Palace Avenue.

'Phone No. 161.
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You cannot possibly enjoy good health
whfifl fhf lvT to Inartlvjk anrl ttiphtn1a

Your Lh

yu

must keep ,i,e "ver
cons,iPa,ei1,
av.ivv.
ivu muai iiavg uiiiy UI1UU U(
the bowels. Ask your doctor if this is not true. Ask him at the same time if
he knows a better laxative than Ayer's Pills. All vegetable, sugar-coate?
Dose, only one pill, at bedtime.
wtpnwuh j.o.iMroo.,
all our m.dioinea J Lowell,
IUm.

H'

J!'im

this city for several years and owns
considerable property here.

of

MINOR CITY TOPICS

C. M. Conklln, city marshal, has announced his intention of killing off the
surplus dogs which have infested the
city for the past two months. He will
start out tomorrow armed with a shotgun and all dogs on which taxes have
not been paid will be disposed of.
Miss Jane Louise Clark, for six
years a tencher at the Presbyterian
Mission School at Chimayo, died Wednesday night, aged 28 years. Miss
Clark came to Chimayo from Minneapolis, Minnesota, and her remains
will be sent to that place accompanied
by her sister, Miss Prudence Clark.
Considerable work Is being done
on the New Mexico division of the
Santa Fe Railway in taking up the 75
pounds steel rails heretofore In. use
and replacing them with 85 pounds
steel , rails.
James
Superintendent
Kurn, of the division, is still working
rapidly and the rails that are being
taken up are used for the extension of
side tracks and switches at stations
where they are needed.

The Young People's Dancing Club
will give its regular
f'ance at Adams' Hall Frldav evening.
The Woman's Aid Society of the
fUrst Presbyterian Church will meet
with Mrs. T. P. Gable at 2:30 o'clock
tomorrow afternoon.
The plaza fiesta to be given by the
Woman's Board of Trade, will be held
on June 28, and will be followed by
a dance at the Palace Hotel.
There will be a meeting of the Guild
of the Church of the Holy Faith at the
rosidonce of Mrs. Julius Gerdes at
2:30 Friday afternoon, June 15th.
This evening Santa Fe Lodge No. 2,
t. O. O. F., will hold its regular weekly meeting at Odd Fellows' Hall. Visiting Odd Fellows are requested to
be present.
The funeral of Mrs. Katherine Krick,
wife of Henry Ki'Ick wa"3 "hold from the
residence on Aztec Avenue at 3 o'clock
this afternoon, Rev. J. L. Shively officiating. Interment was made In the
Odd Fellows' Cemetery.
Superintendent A. J. Chapman of
the National Cemetery, reports that
the fruit trees at that place are in
excellent condition. The plums have
ripened and the apricot trees are loaded with fruit.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Fischer celebrat
ed their thirteenth wedding day anniversary at Bonanza today. With a
number of their friends they left early
thds morning In the Brooklyn, one of
Closson's large carry-alland spent the
day picnicking,
A cordial invitation
to visit the
National Cemetery is extended to
A. J.
everybody by Superintendent
Chapman. He will take pleasure in
showing visitors through the cemetery which is one of the most interesting of Santa Fe's historical attractions.
y

Governor Hagerman's

it and then raced about the Cfipltol
grounds for two hours. The Governor (nllec, the janitor's force and sevto his aid. Several of the
eral
meu hr assisted in running im 'n: pp
down had narrow escapes from being
kicked, but finally captured the steed.
'Anastacio Sandoval, 43 years old,
employed for a number of years by
the McKenzle Hardware Company died
at 9 o'clock last night at his home on
Canon Road, as the result of a month's
illness from fever. The funeral will he
held from the Cathedral at 9 o'clock
tomorrow morning and burial will take
place in Rosarlo Cemetery. The deceased left a wife and several brothers
and sisters to mourn his dCth,

Train No, 1, due at 6:15 o'clock and
agent for S. R. Hinck trains Nos. 7 and9 on the Santa Fe,
ley, toaay received a letter Troin Mrs. due at 9:40 o'clock last evening, did
Hinckley informing him of Mr. Hinck- not arrive until 6 o'clock this mornley's death at his home In San lego, ing, having been delayed on account
California, Friday morning June 8. of the wreck of passenger train No.
Death resulted from a chronic com- 1, west bound, which went into the
plaint. Mr. Hinckley was a resident ditch near Fulton, about thirty miles

0.

C. Watson,

Ladies

!

bank will
deem it a pleasure to make the
All officers of this

fill

details of financial transactions
clear to those who are not familiar with the business world. We
solicit your accounts either checking or saving. $1 starts a savings
account in our institution.

TRUST
AJ
UNITED STATES
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Hfl
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Jewelry Catalog No. 49

and save money on your purchases. Our guarantee of
high quality and correct style will cost you nothing;.
CATALOG IS FREE. WRITE FOR II TODAY.

FEAGANS, Jewelers

&

BROCK

LOS ANGELES,

FOURTH & BROADWAY

CAL.

UNDER CANVAS!
AT SANTA FE

MONDAY, JUNE 18

iler's Big Show
SEE THE

Presenting Jefferson's Veision
"RIP VAN WINKLE'

IFREE CYCLE EXHIBIT
And Hear the

Cast of 25 People
6

Specialty Artists

Band Concert

6

at

Noon

Lot on Old Carnival Ground.

Doors Open at 7, Performance 8:15.

COAL s WOOD
$5.50
Eaton and Monero Screened Lump, per ton
Wood Commercial Eaton Nut
Screened Domestic Lump, Trinidad Smithing, Kindling, Grate
and Cord Wood. All ordera receive prompt and careful attention.

CAPITALOFFICE

:

-

CO-A-I-

Garfield Ave., Near

A

j

T. A S. F. Depot.

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS.
The New Mexican Printing Company
has prepared civil and criminal, dock-et- a
especially for the use of Justices
of the peace. They are especially
ruled, with printed headings, in elthe
Spanish or English, made of good record paper, strongly and durably bound
with leather back and covers and canvas, sides, have full Index in front and
the fees of justices of the peace and
constables printed in full on the first
The pages are 10 xfi Inches.
page.
These books are made up in civil and
criminal dockets, separate of 320
pages each, or with both civil and
criminal bound in one book, 80 pages
civil and 320 pages criminal. To introduce them they, are offered at the
following low prices:
Civil or criminal
$4.00
Combined civil and crimlnnal. .. .$5.00
For 45 'tents additional for a single
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
c mblnatlon docket, they will be sent
by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
full must accompany
order. State
lately whether English or Spanish
printed heading is wanted. Address
NBW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.

'

"A MEXICAN HOT"
Can always be obtained at the Old
Bon Ton. Here they are: Chile con
Carne, Posole, Enchiladas, Menudo,

Chile verde and any other Mexican or
Spanish dish ever heard of. One trial
will convince
yon that they know
their buslnesss.

horse cause J

this mornlm? when
it broke loose from the hitchin? povt
near the Capitol, to which he had tied

Mm a lot of trouble

s

east of Lamy, early last evening, The
Santa Fe Central train from Torrance
was almost two hours late on account
of the lateness of the Rock Island connection at Torrance.
Fair weather tonight and Friday
with stationary temperature, lis the
forecast issued by the local weather
man. The temperature at 6 o'clock
this morning was 55 degrees. The
lowest temperature during the night
was 52 degrees. The maximum temperature yesterday was 82 degrees at
5:10 p. m. The minimum was 58 degrees at 3:55 a. m." The mean for the
day was 70 degrees with a mean relative humidity of 33 per cent.
The past week has been one of the
warmest in New i..ex!co for years and
even at Santa Fe, although delightfully cool during the night and in the
shade, It was quite warm in the sun.
That this condition was general can
be gauged from the following item in
"A man
the Albuquerque Citizen:
who came down from Las Vegas last
had reportnight said that
ed to him that they had never seen
such hot weather as has visited the
Meadow City the past few days. Apparently Albuquerque is not the only
town in New Mexico that is feeling
the sting of summer." However, even
the warmest place in New Mexico is
more comfortable in summer than the
average eastern town, with Its high
and
oppressively warm
humidity
nights.

YARD.
'Phone No.

85.

Wants a Beautiful Foot. Every Woman can have
this desire gratified if she will wear MARIE SHAFER
Shoes, the famous shoe fpr women, they fit when
others fail. $2.50, $3.00, $3.50. Sole Agents Here.

ALBUQUERQUE
NEWS PARAGRAPHS

NEW

MEXICAN

Herewith are some bargains offered
for the Santa Fe by the New Mexican Priming Com
Railway yesterday evening was called pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
upon to meet Santa Fe train No. 8, Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
to attend an aged woman who was suf- bound $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
She Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
fering from mental abberatkm.
was en route eastward but .her condi- Pleadings, $fi; the two for $10; Adapttion was so critical that she was re- ed to New Mexico Code, Lews of New
moved to a hospital and her husband Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
was informed by wire. Passengers on and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full
the train said the woman had not leather, $3; 1905 English and Spanish
tasted food since leaving California Pamphlet, $2.75; full leather $3.50;
Cover
Pocket
Flexible
and alleged that her husband had de- Sheriff's
or
two
Docket,
serted her.
single, $1.25:
Two Chinamen were taken off San- more hooks, $1 each; New Mexico Suta Fe passenger train No. 2 yesterday preme Court Deports, Nos. 3 to 10, inmorning by Chinese Inspector O'Leary clusive, delivered at. publisher's price,
on suspicion of having been smuggled $3.30 each; Compilation Corporation
into the United States contrary to the Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws,
immigration law. They denied the 50c; Money's Digest of New Mexico
charge, saying that their papers were Reports, full sheep, $6.60, delivered;
destroyed in the San Francisco disas- full list school blanks.
ter, and that they were forced to leave
the Golden Gate City to make a mainThe new marriage license law re
tenance. They were en route to Chito post three
The Chinese Inspectors
are quires probate clerks
cago.
of the new law in conspicuous
copies
in
having great difficulty
catching
Orientals smuggled into the United places in each precinct. The New
States since the San Francisco Are Mexican has printed the law neatly
because of the hundreds of little yellow on cardboard and is now ready to fill
men leaving there for other cities. orders in English or Spanish at fifty
The jail at Deming is full of China- cents for each poster. Probate clerks
men and a similar condition prevails should enter their orders immediately,
at a number of other western towns.
Las Vegas will meet the Albuquer
THE KITCHEN.
You could eat from the Bon Ton
que Mcintosh Browns on the Duke
floor.
City diamond next Sunday and a good Hotel kitchen
Cleanliness
game of baseball is expected.
counts so much with all of us.
Superintendent Kurn said yesterday
But the Bon Ton Hotel and Lunch
rails of the Counter management goes much fur
morning that the
New Mexico division are being taken ther than cleanliness.
up as fast as a large force of men can
Our aim is to serve our patrons with
do the work and replaced by
the best food possible dainty, yet substeel. The lighter steel Is being ship- stantial.
ped to Albuquerque to be used in the
To see that they live and sleep in
extension of the Albuquerque yards, cheerful,
tlry rooms.
which is to take place as soon as the
To surround them by all that is
necessary material can be secured.
pleasant and refined.
There have been many sheep shearAnd they also have for use the hand"
ing contests waged among the shear- some parlors, library, huffet and smokers on large sheep ranches in the dif- ing room.
ferent sheep raising districts, before
The Bon Ton is Just like a great big
private audiences, but the first public happy home.
contest of this kind to be held in New
Yet all these luxuries and privileges
Mexico, or in the United States, may are at your service at minimum rates.
take place during the coming twenty-sixtannual fair to be held in Albuquerque September 17th to 22d, if the
plans of the executive committee, now
laboring with the working out of the
CONFORMING
TO THE LAWS OF
scheme, do not come to naught,
NEW MEXICO.
Tuesday morning at his apartments
The New Mexican Printing Company
on the Highlands, HInman Hoyt Ward,
aged 19 years, died of typhoid fever. has the largest facilities and' most
Deceased had been a resident of Albu- modern machinery for doing all kinds
s
querque about six weeks, being taken of Printing and Binding in
of Loose-lea- f
there to be placed under the care of style. Manufacturers
a physician. The remains will be ship- Ledgers. Pamphlets and Book Work
ped to Collins ville, Indian Territory, a specialty. Best Book Bindery in the
the former home of the deceased, ac- Southwest.
General Blank.
companied by his brother.
Peter Hayes, aged 44 years, died Bond for Deed, sheet.
sheet.
Tuesday night at 10 o'clock from the Bond, General Form,
effects of tuberculosis, after a resi- Bond of Indemnity,
sheet
dence in Albuquerque of about six Certificate of Marriage, 75c per dozen.
months. Deceased was born In Ire Official Bond,
sheei.
land. The funeral took place this af Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
sheet.
Barbara.
in
Santa
ternoon, interment
sheet.
Certificate of Election,
Since becoming the city undertaker Letters of Guardianship,
sheet
the firm of O. W. Strong's Sons has Guardian's Bond and Oath,
sheet
fixed up a white ambulance that Is to Letters of Administration,
sheet.
be used exclusively for city patients, Administrator's Bond and Oath,
and other city purposes, and the
sheet.
firm's private ambulance, a black one, Letters Testamentary
sheet.
still continues in its former capacity Declaration in Assumpsit,
sheet
of a private ambulance. The white Declaration in Assumpsit on Note,
neat
a
Is
amhulance
looking affair,
sheet.
easy riding, and will prove of inuoh Satisfaction of Mortgage,
sheet
benefit to the city In handling charity Assignment of Mortgage,
sheet
and other city cases.
Notice to Assessor hy Probate Clerk,
William Mcintosh, the well known
sheet
sheep raiser and county collector and Lease,
sheet.
treasurer of Torrance County, is in Lsaae of Personal Property,
sheetr
Albuquerque and will remain a couple Chattel Mortgage,
of days on business and pleasure.
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet.
Mr. Mcintosh says bis lamb crop
sheet
Power of Attorney,
will average about 93 per cent, and
sheet
Acknowledgment,
while other sheep raisers are rejolo
sheet
Mortgage Deed,
tng over 100 per cent in lambs, he Is
Mortgage Deed without Insurance
perfectly satisfied with tola spring
sheet
Clause,
lamb crop.
sheet
Mr. Mcintosh
la continuing the Options,of
Notice
Protest, sheet
shearing of his flocks, and hopes to Notaries' Notice of Publication,
complete this work within the next
sheet.
week or ten days. He says his
sheet
Warranty Deed,
wool
will
not
of
if
spring clip
equal,
sheet
Quit Claim Deed,
the
of
surpass
clips
previous years,
sheet
and
Sale
Deed,
Bargain
but up to date, no buyer has secured
Deed of Trust, full sheet
,
the output.
sheet.
Release of Deed of Trust,
Homestead Affidavit,
sheet
MARRIAGE LICENSE LAW.
Homestead Application,
sheet.
The new marriage license law re
sheet
Affidavit,
quires probate clerks to post, three Homestead Proof, full sheet
copies of the new law in conspicuous No. 1 Homestead,
sheet
places In each precinct. The New Desert Land Entry,
sheet.
Mexican has printed the law neatly Affidavit Required of Claimant
and Is now ready to fill
sheet
orders In English or Spanish at fifty Affidavit,
sheet.
cents for each poster. Prohate clerks Township Plats,
sheet .'
should enter their orders immediately, Sheep Contract,
sheet
as the new law went into effect on Agreement,
sheet
Aprils, 1905.
Application for License, Retail Liquor
sheet.
Dealers,
' If
you cannot afford to pay for a Application for License, Games an
v
sheet.
dally paper, subscribe for the Weekly Butcher's Bond,
New Mexican Review and get the
Blank.
Mining
cream of the week's doings. It is a Amended Location Notice,
sheet.
sheet
good paper to send to your friends.
Agreement of Publisher,
A local surgeon

h

LEGAL BLANKS!
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Justice of the Peace Blank.
sheet
Appeal Bonds,
sheet
Appeal Bonds, Criminal,
sheet.
Appearance Bond,
Appearance Bond, on Continuance

--

"

'

--

OUR LEADER

Bond for Appearance, District Court
Justice Quarterly Report,
sheet
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Comsheet
plaint,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sumsheet
mons,
sheet.
Replevin Boad,
Execution
Forcible Entry and Desheet
tainer,
sheet
Replevin Writ,
sheet.
Replevin Aitlilavlt,
Peace Proceedings, Complaint
sheet
sheet
Warrant,
sheet
Commitment,
Attachment Affidavit,
sheet
Attachment Bond,
sheet.
Attachment Writ,
sheet.
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
sheet.
sheet.
Execution,
sheet,
Summons,
Suhpoe-- a
sheet,
sheet.
Capias Complaint,
Search Warrant
sheet
Stock Blanks.
Bill of Sale, Animals Bearing Vendor's
Recorded Brand,
sheet; In Books
25 Blanks, 40c per Book.
Bill of Sale, Animals not Bearing Vendor's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
Bill of Sale, Range Delivery,
sheet.
Authority to Gather, Drive Jd Handle
Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded
sheet,
Brand,
Authority to Gather, Drive and Handle
Animals not Bearing Owner's Recorded Brand,
shect.
Certificate of Brand,
sbeet
Special Ruling Work our Specialty.
Our Blank Eooks speak for them
selves.
Miscellaneous.
Laws of New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and
1903; English and Spanish; pamphlet, $2.25; full leather, $3.00.
Code of Civil Proceeduro, full leather,
$1.00; paper bound, 75c.
Price Laws 1905. English and Spanlnh,
pamphlet, $2.75; full leather, $3.50.
Sneriff's Flexible Cover pocket Docket,
single, $1.25; two or more books,
$1 each.
Notary Reco'rd, $1.25 each.
Notary Seals Aluminum, pocket, $2.75
delivered. Desk, $3.25, delivered to
nearest express office.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports,
Nos. 1 and 2, full leather, $6.50 a
volume; 3 to 11, Inclusive, delivered
at Publisher's price, $3.30 each.
Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c.
Compilation Mining Laws, 50c.
240 Page J. P. Civil Docket, $2.75.
240 Page J. P. Criminal Docket, $2.75.
320 Page J. P. Docket,
Civil,
Criminal, $4.00.
480 Page
Journal, $5.75.
480 Page
Ledger, $6.50.
Money's Digest of New Mexico Reports, full sheep, $6.50 delivered.
sheet
Gambling Table,
sheet
Application for License,
Sheriff's Monthly Report,
sheet
School Blanks.
sheet.
Oath of School Director,
Cortiflcaj.e of Apportionment of School
sheet
Funds,
District Clerk's Annual Report,
--
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We have been notified by the manufacturers that our wagons would be
forwarded on or about the 15th Inst., and we expect to place them on sale
this present week. If you are in the market for a wagon, buy the best
the "Old Hickory" at. less price t'aa n you can buy any other standard
make. Investigate for yourself.

Our Furniture
Department

To

we have added a fine line of Framed
Pictures, consisting of Carbonettes,
Pastels, Etching.?, from the art store
of Ullman & Co., New York. These
goods are attractive and offered at a
low price to Introduce them. It cost
you nothing to look at them and be
your own iudge.

Window Shades and Fixtures
Lawn Furniture
and other new lines, It will pay you
to visit this department.

White Mountain
Ice Cream Freezer
I

Ice Cream at home whenever you want
it, It's nice to serve to your friends at
llln',ln"ii ni Athpr Qnplat fnnntlnna

......

.

Let Us Fit You Out.
with a jointed rod of Japanese or CalBamboo, plain or cedar inlaid;
one of the finest Lancewood; one of
highly polished ash or varnished maple
or, still different, a full nickelled Jointed steel rod. These vary in length from
8 to 20 feet.
Reels, lines of every
kind, endless assortment of files, fish
baskets, minnow palls, seines, nets,
trolling hooks, floats, sinkers and hooks
of all sizes, tackle boxes and fish
spears. Come in and look us over.

cutta

Wre' C sate

fa

e

e

Kodaks and Photo Supplies
ART PICTURES AND FRAMING
We make a specialty of DEVELOPING, PRINT
INO and ENLARGING. Mail Orders Given Promp
Attention: Send for Catalogue.

HOWUNO

& CO.

jSRSSSSSSS,.

sheet
Enumeration Form,
sheet
sheet.
Teacher's Certificate,
heet
Certificate of Appointment,
sheet
Contract for School Teacher,
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet
Contract for Fuel,
sheet
sheet.
Teachers' Monthly Report,
Spanish Blanks.
Auto de Arresto,
pllego.
Auto de Prison,
pliego.
Declaracion Jurada,
pllego.
Fianza Oilcial,
pllego.
Fianza Oflcial y Juramento
pliego.
Fianza para Guardar la Paz,
pliego.
Contrato de Pa tido,
pliego.
sheet..
Escrltura de Renuncia,
Document) Garantlzado,
pliego.
Formula de Enumeracion,
pliego.
Contrato Entres los Directores y

first-clas-

--

ill ill

BARGAINS.

PAGE FIVE.

plIegos.

Contrato de Combustible,
pliego.
Notas Obligaciones, 25c por 50.
Llbros Certificados de Bonos, 11.
LIbros de Reclbos, Supervlsores de
Caminos, C5c.
pliego.
HIpoteca de Bienes Muebles,
Documento de HIpoteca,
pliego.
Documents Garantlzado, extensa forma entera.
Certificado de Matiimonio, 10c.

sheet
sheet
Proof of Labor,
sheet
Lode Mining Location,
sheet.
Placer Mining Location,
sheet
Title Bond to Mining Property,
Title Bond and Lease of Mining Propsheet.
erty,
sheet
Mining Deed,
sheet.
Mining Lease,
sheet.
Coal Declaratory Statement,
Coal Declaratory Statement with Powe
Affidaof Attorney and
sheet
vit,
sheet
Notice of
Forfeiture, or Publishing Out Notice
sheet.

LEO
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FLOUR, HAY,

WHOLESALE

and

GRAIN, POTATOES,

jRETAIL

DEALERS IN

(SALT and SEEDS.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN 8ANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

WE COUNT
YOUR GOOD WILL
much the largest asset we have in our business.

'0k

To have our

customers say to their friends, "Every statement made by S. Spitz

can be relied upon"

is

the very best recommendation we can strive

for. Eeliability is our watchword and every sale we make is closed
only after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory.

satisfaction to buy at

a

store like this.

It

is a great

Every article carries with

it our guarantee.

Right-of-Wa-

Price.
$ .OS
or sheets, each....
10
Full sheet, each....
25
sheets, per dozen
35
sheets, per dozen
65
Full sheets, per dozen
1.75
sheets, per hundred
2.50
sheets, per hundred
4.00
Full sheets, per hundred
100 assorted blanks take the per
100 price.
On an order of 600 blanks, customer'
business card will be printed under fll
lng without extra cost
Olze of Blank.
sheet 7x8 Inches, "
sheet, 8xl4 inches.
Full sheet, 14x17 inches.
Promissory Notes, 25: per pad.
"Minor Law" Cards for Posting, 25c
each.
Missouri Pleading Forms, $5.
Missouri Code Pleading, $6.
The two for $10.
Adapted to New Mexico Code.
Probate Clerk and Recorder,
sheet

On

SODA WATER

!

Any Flavor You Deslrt.
We will deliver Soda Water in any
quantity to any part of the city.
, CITY BOTTLING WORKS,
Telephone No. 38.

Sd3fT,7

Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.

Daily

Papers

ALL PERIODICALS

Books and Stationery
FINE CIGARS AND CANDY

.. JACOB

WELTMER . .

This Week Only,

Special Sale
New Linens, White and Fancy Lawns.
Ladies,' Misses and Children's Hats.
Parasols, Etc., All Below Cost.

ADOLPH SELIGMAN.

SANTA FE HEW MEXICAN, SANTA
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HAPPENINGS
Chaves County.
Mury Luclle, daughter of George C.
and Emmye Stanford, died recently

f"--

L

"

Tim

""

aua

V

at Hagerman.
Luna County.
Manuel Pena and Miss Esther Mon-tewere married at Demlng last week
by Rev. bionlclo Costales.
At the school election at Deming
last week, J. A. Mahoney received 154
votes and his opponent, Dr. Steed, 98
votes.
The infant son of Mr. and Mrs.
Wright Lawton of Deinlng died last,

I

s

For Sich Livers
A PURELY VEGETABLE
COMPOUND

week.

Quay County.
The board of county commissioners
has reorganized by electing T. A.
Patricio Sanchez
Wayne, chairman.
was chosen interpreter.
Miss Inez Scott of Campana and
Walter S. Douglas, well known in
win be married on June 20.
Three candidates were In the field
at the school election last week. J. J.
Harrison received 45 votes; John Whlt-mor- e
17 and W. V. Nicholson 12.
Eddy County.
Florence will celebrate the Fourth
of July by a basket picnic at the public school house.
Five thousand wethers were driven
this week from the Acrey Brothers'
Ranch at Rocky to Carlsbad and from
there were shipped. These are the
first wethers sold by Acrey Brothers
in four years.
M. Wade of Roswell will establish
an automobile line from Carlsbad to
Monument in the Gnadalupo Mountains to do n passenger, express and
mail business.
Guadalupe County.
J. L. Chapman has been elected
school trustee at Santa Fosa.
Benlgno Padilia, Torlbio Flores and
others have engaged In an enterprise
to reclaim 3,000 acres between Santa
Rosa and Puerto de Luna. They have
of the
legally appropriated the waters
Rito and several lakes ana springs
south ot Santa Rosa and will carry
the water in a ditch to the edge of a
bluff on the east bank of the vecos
River, south of Puerto de Luna, there

dy".

constipation,
QUICKLY CORES atBSMrasaaa

produced by
A GUARANTEED CURE for all disease
TORPID LIVER and IMPURE BLOOD. On bottle purkchaaad today may aave you a aica apeii wmuuuw.

r

.

1

CURED OP CHILLS AND FEVER AFTEI
ALL OTHER MEDICINES FAILED
Mre. W. A. Whitewell, Emory, Tex.,
writes: "My child had chill and few
for four yean. We tried all kinda ot
medicines, and 6naUyan acquaintance oi
mine recommended Herbine. We used -three bottlet, and the child it now com- pletely cured. Yon have my permission
to publish thia testimonial, as I cheer-ful- ly
recommend Herbine to all mother!
having children afflicted a mine."
GENUINE
r.FT- THE
en.
batti (IVV
"
LUUb HUH

l

1

CO.

BALLARD SNOW LINIMENT
ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.
iE4tta

"ioLo 'Xndrecommended

by

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY.

EL PASO ROUTE
w

to water 3,000 acres of the best kind
of orchard land.
Roosevelt County.
The Congregational congregation at
Texlco has adopted plans for a pretty
stone edifice which, besides the auditorium, will coutain a reading room
and library for young people.
Deputy Sheriff Thomas Hune of Texlco has recovered from a severe attack of smallpox.
School district No. 27 has been organized and a modern school house
Is to be built in time for school to be
held next fall.
,
Coke Hopping and G. F. Curry have
been elected school trustees at Texlco.
Work has been begun on the new
Ahrens block at Portales.
Grant County.
Under the law passed by the last leg-- '
Islatlve assembly prohibiting the issulicenses In settlements of
ing of liquor
'
less than 100 people, Probate Clerk
W. B. Walton recently refused to reissue the license of Murray Brothers
at Central'. Judge Frank W. Parker
thereupon granted a writ of mandamus
upon the probate clerk ordering him
to issue the license.
Judge M. W. McGrath and granddaughter, Miss Dewey, left Lordsburg
a few days ago for a visit ot several
months to the former home of the
Judge and his wife Prince Edwards
r
Island, which they left thirty-fouthere
visited
not
having
ago,
years
since.
Sierra County.
Last week on Friday 2.000 steers
were shipped from Osceola to Kansas

THURSDAY, JUNE 14, J906.
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be of stone. Its dimensions will be
78x24 feet. It will have cement floors,
and iron roof.
Union County.
Samuel Guthrie, aged 54 years, died
.ast week near Clayton as the result
of an accident sustained at the North
Ranch. The Doherty Mercantile Company
has bought the old station building at
Folsom used by the Methodist Con
gregation as a church. The Methodist
congregation expects to have their
church building completed by July 1,
and In the meanwhile are holding services in the public school house.
R. P. Ervlne and Morris Herzsteln
have built a factory at Clayton for the
manufacture of soap and rope from
the common soap weed, which grows
wild in abundance in New Mexico. The
machinery used is ot their own Invention. It is believed that the factory
will give employment eventually to a.
large number of people.
The Lujan school district last week
voted a special levy of twenty mills
for public school purposes.
At Clayton last week, H. J. Ham
mond defeated Paz Valverde for school

mm

1

a

trustee.
Fire broke out in the Eklund Ho
tel at Clayton last week, the cause

being a leaky gasoline burner. The
Is to love children, and no home
flames, however, were extinguished before much damage was done.
can be completely happy with
School District No. 18 last week
out
them, yet the ordeal through
elected A. B. Carpenter school trustee
which the expectant
and decided to uiUd a modern school
house on an acre 01 ground donated by
must pass usually is so full of suffering,
W. D. Mackey in the center of the
"
danger and fear that she looks forward
district. The funds for the building
city.
... ,
to the critical hour with apprehension
will
be
raised
hihsdoi-at
subscription.
private
by
election
school
At the
w.
Is
of
school
ad
District
The
and dread. Mother's Friend,. hvitsneneRuiz
defeated
M.
Clayton
-last week Jesus
r j
H. Bucher by 54 votes against 41 votes. vertising $12,000 of school bonds for
and soothing properties, allays nausea, nervousness, and
Paul, the youngest son ot ur. ana sale, the proceeds to be used In build- trating
and so prepares the system for the
Mrs. F. I. Givens. was thrown from ing an addition to the public school. all unpleasant feelings,
ween.
n
sue
last
San
Hillsboro
Juan
ordeal that
passes tnrougn
County.
his horse at
atrnov n fence in his fall ana receivea
Miss Nora Adair died at Farmington
event safely and with but
the
His
last week of heart failure.
severe scalp and face lacerations.
as numbers have
The Denver & Rio Grande Railroad little suffering,
right arm was broken at the wrist.
Marcus J. Dalgllsh, lormeny oi figures upon 100 to 200 cars of fruit testified and said, "it is worth
Hillsboro, was married recently w for shipment from Farmington this its weight in gold." $1.00 per
fall.
Miss Evelyn Morgan of St. Paul,
Book containing
bottle of druggists.
W. H. Morris died at Farmington a
mailed free.
The board of county commissioners few days ago from the effects of a valuable information
has let to Captain H. F. Brown the stroke of paralysis. He was a Civil THE BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO., Atlanta, Ga.
pnntvact to build a new Jail at Hius- war veteran and the funeral was unboro at a cost of $4,000. The new jail der the auspices of the Grand Army
will adjolu the court house and will of the Republic.
The funeral of George Cooper, who
died at Las Vegas after a long illness,
A Lesson In Health
took place at Farmington last week.
BARGAINS IN ORCH- Healthy kidneys filter the impuri He was buried with Masonic rites.
ARDS AND RANCHES ties from the blood, and unless they The following was the result of the
do this, good health Is impossible. school election in San Juan County
Located in the Fruitful and Far Famed Fniev's Kidney Cure makes sound kid last week: Farmington, R. P. HopEspanola Valley Thirty wines
npvs and will positively cure all forms kins, 33; C. C. Pitrat, 8; James Pierce,
North of Santa Fe.
ALL KINDS OP BPILDINQ MATgRlAl.
Uritipv and bladder disease. It 3.
Pendleton, John Whithead, 9
The following orchards and farm strengthens the whole system. Ire Fruitland, T. J. Hadden, 37; G. A. Pal
Cord and Stove Wood Extra Dry, Cut to Fit Your Stove
fruitful land's Pharmacy.
mer, 9. Aztec, W. E. Williams and S.
properties In the famed and
ArRio
southern
In
to
succeed
were
O.
elected
Plnkstaff
Espanola Valley
Delivered ta Any
CERR1LLOS
ANNUAL MEETING.
themselves. Flora Vista, L. H. Helfln.
riba County in the Territory of New
Part of the Cityx
and 1 1 AG AN
Order of It was also decided to hold eight
Mexico, are for sale ait a bargain. Benevolent and Protective
school
terra.
La
next
months'
Plata,
There are satisfactory reasons for sell
Colorado,
Elks, Denver,
TUANSFEK tad TORAGIt; We Hrnl Kvrrrtaiat Movable
Charles Waggoner, and a special levy
ing. The section is one 01 me uutrai
July
rvew
not
W.
in
J.
mills.
five
La
Central
of
only
fruit and agricultural,
Plata,
Phase 35 Santa Fe.
Branca Office a ad YartU at Cerrill. a, rl. M.
For the above occasion, the Santa
The
five mills levy. Cedar
Mexico, but in the southwest.
sell tickets to Denver and re Glalster, and a
will
Fe
snnnJv of water for irrigation purposes
of one fare siou, tor Hill, F. Wengler, A. D. Mcintosh and
u nmniP and stable at all times. Tne turn at the rate Dates of sale
July W. F. Allinger. Central Point, H. M.
round
the
trip.
climate Is of the best. For particulars 13th. 14th and 15th. Good for return Wilson, and a special levy of five mills.
Advertise in your home paper and note the results that follow.
address R. C. Bonney, real esitate and
Low rates Alcatras, D. E. Lobato, Pedro Montoya
. passage until August 20th.
Be
New
of
enterprising.
and N. Sandoval, and a special levy
Insurance agent, Espanola,
from all points on tne sama ro
ten mills. Hammond, J. L. Tenney
The properties ere:
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
Denver.
and G. H. Black.
No. 1, 45 acres; 15 acres in alfalfa,
Three haystacks belonging to J. E.
one acre bearing orchard ; small house,
WILL CURE CONSUMPTION
near Farmington burned to
McCarthy
writes:
well, barn and corral; all fenced and
A. A. Herren, Finch, Ark.,
the
last week, having been
ground
under irrigation; one mile from
best
is
.the
"Foley's Honey as.d Tar
set on fire by a spark from a Denver
two and a half miles to railroad
for coughs, colds and lung
preparation
& Rio Grande
Railroad locomotive.!
station; price $30 per acre.
trouble. I know that it has cured cc
Thero was partial Insurance.
No. 2. Full bearing orchard of 1,200 sumption in the first stages." You
the!
Williams
Treasurer
during
standard apple trees; six miles from never heard of any one using Foley's
of May collected taxes to the
month
corral
satisfied.
Espanola; good house, barn,
Honey and Tar and not being
amount of $5,140.57, of which $2,348.13
and packing house; produced 2,900 Ireland's Pharmacy.
went to the Territorial treasurer.
boxes of apples lost year; Irrigation
The Aztec Improvement Company
from Rio Grande; price $2,000.
HATES.
EXCURSION
SUMMER
week fired a kiln of 100,000 brick.
last
No. 3. Seven acre orchard and marBy way of" the Santa Fe Central, E.
Rock Is being hauled from the new
mdle to town, P. & S. W. and Rock Island system to
f
ket garden tract,
$5,000 creamery at Fruitland, the rerailroad, postoffice, school and church; points in Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, quired bonus having been subscribed.
tele
room
South
house, having
good six
Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska,
The Arizona & Colorado Railway
phone; barn, corral, cellar and pack- Dakota, North Dakota, Wisconsin, Wy- Company has gained permission from
ing house; a highly profitable business oming and to Memphis, Tennessee.
the Department of the Interior to
and a fine home; produce
annually
Dates of sale June 9th to 16th, July build across the Navaho Reservation
$700 to $900 In vegetables alone; price 1st to 10th, good for return passage
on its way from Durango,' Colorado,
$2,250.
until October 31st.
via Aztec and Farmington to Cochise,
520
4.
No.
For sale sheep ranch of
On these excursions, rates to Chi- Arizona. The road is 'to pay for all
acres with good fences and improve cago for round trio will be $48.35. St.
damages to land under cultivation and
ments, has excellent waiter, shelter, Louis $43.35, Kansas City $35.85. Mem- will pay the Indians for the water
several
controls
land
and
Inforhay
phis, Tenn., $45.50. For further
used
the route on the Reservaacres of fine goat grazing laid. mation, call on S. B. Grlmshaw, gener tion. along
the Indians are op
However,
Remington Tupewriterlasfslciigest. jo does the RcminglonvDpcrpte
No better proposition for a paying al passenger agent.
to the railroad, for they fear
posed
sheep ranch in New Mexico.
ipLOwiickoff, Seomans & BenedlicKw327 Broadway. New York.
Its coming will be followed by the
No. 5. Twenty acres, having about
If you will make inquiry it will be throwing open of the Reservation to
ten acres of full bearing apples of a revelation to
New Mexican Printing Company, Dealers, Santa Fe, N. M.
you how many suc settlement.
standard varieties, peaches and plums, cumb to
or bladder troubles in
F. B. Allen of Farmington, sixty- kidney
seven acres of good alfalfa and three
one form or another. If the patient seven days ago bought from M. ViJIl
acres garden land, good five room is not
beyond medical aid, Foley's Kid- a hog weighing 87 pounds and sold It
adobe house, well built and finished,
Cure will, cure. It never disap last week weighing 318 pounds dressed.
ney
good barn; the whole place almost enT. J. Arrington, Harry Myers and A.
points. Ireland's Pharmacy.
tirely surrounded by a hedge of boxF. Stump this week each fired a brick
elder trees which serve as a protection
kiln at Farmington with a total of
from the wind and add to the attrac300,000 brick.
tiveness of the place; produced last
Howard Rice has purchased from
year over $1,200; price $2,250; one and
SEASIDE EXCURSIONS
W. O. Otten part of the letter's ranch
a fourth miles east of Espanola,
Commencing May 1st and until Sep at Cedar Hill.
No. 6. The "Espanola Garden," one tember 30th the Santa Fe will sell tick
half mile east of Espanola at $2,250. ets on each
Tuesday, Thursday and
This place Is a full bearing apple or- Saturday to Los Angeles and San Di SANTA FE EXCUR8ION
RATES EAST
chard and market garden tract of sev- ego from Santa Fe at the rate of $42.90
Summer rates have been made by
en acres; a six room house; telephone, for the round trip. Return limit of
the Santa Fe to points In the states of
barn, cellar, packing house, corral and ticket November 30th, 1906.
r
wire fence and house for chickens. A allowed in California. For particulars Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota,
Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota,
beautiful and convenient home and a call on agents of the Santa Fe.
South Dakota, Memphis, Tenn., Wisplace to make good money, besides
H. 8. LUTZ, Agent,
consin and Wyoming.
this
has
apples
place
8anta Fe, N. M
cherries, pears,
These rates are a little more than
plums, quinces and large beds of asone fare for the round trip. The
paragus, spinach and rhubarb. The
round trip rate to Chicago being $48.35,
vegetable products alone of this place
Kansas City $35.85, St. Louis $43.35,
bring In annually $750 to $900. The
Memphis $45.50. Dates of sale, June
net receipts last year' to vegetables
1st and 2d, June 9th to 16th, July 1st
and fruit were over $500. Terms cash.
to 10, good for return passage until
October 31st, for particulars call on
ELKS CONVENTION IN DENVER.
WANTED A position by competent agents of the Santa Fe.
The session of the Grand Lodge of
H. S. LUTZ,
Elks at Denver July 16th to 23d in- bookkeeper, 5 years' experience. Best
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M.
clusive, promises to be one of the larg- of references. Address Mary Camer
est gatherings ever held in the'West-e- on, Central Lake, Michigan.
CHEAP RATES TO NEW YORK.
country, for three months past
WANTED At once, rags, rags, cot
committees have been arranging the
The Mexican Central" has recentl)
details, and no effort or expense has ton rags at the New Mexican office, placed on sale tickets to New Torkand
been spared to assure the comfort ano Cash paid for rags.
return, going via the Mexican Central
to either Vera Cruz or Tamplco,
pleasure of all In attendance.
A program of amusement for each ROLLER FLOUR MILL FOR SALE. thence via the famous Ward SteamMachinery complete, including boil- ship Line to New York. The return
day and evening has been arranged,
the electrical display will be the fin- er and engine for 30 barrel roller flout will be by rail over any line to El
est ever shown on this continent and mill. Address, Martin Ldhm&n, Las Paso. The entire trip, covering thouthis feature alone will be worthy of the Graces, New Mexico.
sands of miles, Havana, Cuba, and Its
time and expense of the trip.
famous Moro Castle, Newport, and a
"
Excursion rates to all mountain
HOUSE8 TO RENT.
dozen of the largest cities ot the Unitowns and resorts In Colorado and
Houses to rent, lease or for sale, ted States, can be made for $122.50. A
New Mexico will be in effect from furnished or unfurnished, good loca more delightful trip can not be
r
Denver.
tions. Call on the reliable firm, Hughes planned, as
privileges are
aVAJVOTACriTIUCm
Santa Fe Lodge will run a special & Delgado. Office west side ot Plaza. allowed and the tickets are good for
one year from the date of sale. The
train for the accommodation ot Elks
and their friends from Santa Fe over FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR SALE trip inoludes the City of Mexico, the
the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad,
One ot the best fruit ranchei In "Paris of America." Further Inforleaving Santa Fe at 11 a. m. July 15th northern Santa Fe County, about twen mation can be secured by. addressing
and arriving In Denver at 7:20 a. m. ty miles from this city, la for. tale, A., Dulohery, Commercial Agent, El
July 16th. Sleeping car reservations at a bargain. For particulars apply to Paso, .Texas, orw. D. Murdock, Ascan be secured on aonllcatlon to anv Max Frost, Box No. C.-- ; Santa Ta, sistant General Pan anger Agent, City
J Denver & Rio Grande
of Mexico.
New Mexico. ,
agent
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CHICAGO,
$31.50
ST. LOUIS.
$26.50
KANSAS CITY,
$19.00

ONE FARE

Plus $2.00 for
the Round Trip
June 1 and 2,
and 9 to 16,
July 1 to 10.
Return Limit
October 31st.
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Proportionately
Low Rates
to Hundreds
of Other
Eastern Points,
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Through Sleeping Cars to

Kansas City, Chicago and St. Louis
ELEGANT DINING CARS
Meals

a la Carte.
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For Further Information call on or address
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CHARLES W. DUDROW

This handsome solid vestibuled train runs through to Jtaw Orleans, Shreveport ind St Louis without change. Carries through
sleepers Los Angeles to Chicago and intermediate points. Direct
connections made for all points North, Eas and Southeast.
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Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque,

"Take down that notice!"
The voice which spoke the command
was Indignant and Imperative, but
Pete Long paid not the slightest attention to It and coolly went on with his
work. When be had driven In the last
nail which held the notice paper firmly
to the board he had affixed to an upright post be topped his four root monument with another stone, picked up bis
rifle and stepped forward a few paces.
"I'll do no such a darned thing!" he
said.
"But yon will, though!"
"I'll not! I've relocated this claim."
' "You can't relocate it. It
belongs to
Bert Leonard."
"
"lou don't say!" And he looked
down contemptuously at the small figure In Juniper and overalls standing in
front of the tunnel.
She put up a little grimy hand and
pushed back the sombrero from her
damp forehead, where her yellow curls
clung In wet rings. It had been so hot
working In the tunnel.
"You take down that notice right
away, this minute!" she ordered, her
fearless blue eyes looking straight Into
the man's. "This claim Is Leonard's,

assessment work."
"His assessment work is done."
"That's too thin, with him down In
the hospital all smashed up and a broken leg and not a benn to pay a man to
do It Give us a rest."
'
"I tell you It's done. -1 did it."
"You!" with a sneer, then In a slow,
Insulting drawl, "I always did hear'
you was crazy after Bert Leonard."
The blood rushed to Lee Bun-ell'face, mounting even to the roots of her
hair, but her direct gaze never faltered,
and she lifted her bead a little more
proudjy as she said:
"I do like Bert Leonard. We're to be
married as soon as he gets well and
1-

s
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works the claim up and sells It, and
be easy enough, for It's rich."
The wolfish gleam In the man's eyes
showed her the madness of her unguarded words, and her glance swerved to her rifle, which was leaning
against a rock a few feet from her.
"Don't you budge a step," said Pete.
"That gun's all right.'!
He dropped on one knee and, raising his rifle to his shoulder, pointed it
In assumed playfulness at her. "So the
claim's rich?" he asked.
"And what business is that of
yours?"
"Lots of business. Ain't It mine?
Haven't I relocated it? See here, Miss
Lee Burrell, none of your funny business. Give me the straight tip. The
claim's rich, you say. Had, some of
the rock assayed 7" And he played
meaningly with tbe- hammer of his
rifle.
She nodded her bead, then burst out
desperately: 'And what if it is? It's
not yours."
"You needn't try to hide nothin'. You
bet I know the claim's rich. And if it
ain't mine now I'll make It mine. Nobody knows you done this assessment."
Her telltale face told him what she
would have given much to hide. It was
true no one knew what she had been
doing for the past few weeks. Her old
father, accustomed to let her come and
go unquestioned, had supposed her out
on the range seeing to the cattle. And
the doctor wouldn't allow her to talk
business to Bert when she went to see
' v
him on (Sundays.
"And what If they don't?" she asked.
"Waal, supposln' you was to be found
.at tbe foot of the gulch stone dead,
without a bullet hole or nothin' " He
paused, and she glanced back where
from tbe narrow ledge on which she
stood the rocky mountain side descend- ea many nunareas of feet In a perpendicular line.
"Waal, when they found yer they'd
say sure 'twas an accident, and, seeln'
I'd relocated tbe claim and was work-Ion it, wbo'd dispute my title?"
"You miserable coward! Now I know
who It was tried to murder Bert Leonard when he was on his way up to
work his claim. It was no accident
The supports of tbe little wooden bridge
over Pine creek were almost cut away,
and when be rode on to it, of course,
It went down with him and his horse."
"Waal If ft was mA. whn'a ffnln' tn
prove it? And If I bungled that Job I
to queer this, don't you
ain't
forget It Now no more foolln'. See
that rock over yonder on the trail?
You go along till you reach it, then
climb up and stand right on top of

that'll
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Lee obeyed perforce, and as she slowly traversed the four hundred or so
feet her mind was busy, but she
could devise no way of escape. Above
were the precipitous rocks, below the
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The lots offered are in the center of the city,, well graded (many of them improved by cultivation) ; no sand or
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streets, with alleys 20 feet

tailor shop, shoe
house, jeweler, plumbing eho planing mill, coal and wood
yard, drug store, harness shop, etc., eta., also a first class,
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wide, with beautiful lake aiid public park and grand old
shade treos; public school housecosting $16,000; church-
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er Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery;. three
tels, restaurants, etc., Belen is the largest shipping point
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Its importance as a great commercial
city in the near future cannot be estimated.
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title perfect; warranty deeds.
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cash.
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The Belen Town and Improvement Company
before the narrow 'rail, and
behind was Pete Long ready to shoot If
she attempted to run.
The rock indicated by Long jutted
lip from the very edge of the ledire,
almost, overhanging the -- trbyss. ' The
girl carefully climbed its rough sides
and, reaching the apex, where there
was just room for her feet, stood upright. A glunce backward made her
feel faint, and she turned toward the
precipice,

man.

"Don't be skeored!" he yelled. "I
to hit yer."
He took deliberate aim, and the bullet cut the air within an inch of ner
overalls. The next passed between her
ankles, a third whizzed Just above her
sombrero, and a fourth almost grazed
her right hand. But Leo nerved herself, clinched her small teeth and stood
as firm as the rock beneath her.
"Stands as stiddy as one of them
statyers in tbe park down to Frisco,"
Long muttered. "Waal, I'll try some-thielse."
And, hoping thus to break her nerve,
he took steady aim at her heart, and
when she held her breath, expecting tbe
end, he laid down the rifle, then picked
it up again and pointed It directly at
her face, then at net neck. Finally he
fired again, the bullet grazing her
jumper, but leaving no mark, a second
striking and splintering tbe rock at her
feet.
Still she stood firm, but she knew she
could not hold out much longer, and
death seemed almost welcome. Then,
as Long agalu played with bis weapon,
aiming at one vital spot and then at
another, a faint, awful hope crept Into
her consciousness.
When, startled by tbe sound of
Long's hammering, Lee had run from
the tunnel to learn tbe cause, she had
just put In her last blast and had lighted the fuse, a very long one, fer she
could never quite overcome her fear
of the blasting. In her haste, as she
now remembered, she had left all the
explosives In the tunnel over which
Longwas standing, and and the long
fuse must be nearly burned out.
"I'll end this thing one way or another pretty quick," muttered Long as
he fired again. "I'm gettln' tired of
this."
As the bullet whizzed past her it seemed to Lee that the earth heaved beneath
the man's feet, and, following a blind
instinct of self preservation, she slid
from the rock and fell face downward
on the ledge. Then an awful reverberation echoed through tbe canyon. Rocks
flew above and around her, a fragment
of one striking her as she lay half
stunned, making a scalp wound which
caused the Wood "to trickle down her

ain't

an opportunity to propose" under properly romantic conditions.
She knew that Grace would like Harry were It not that Vance Waddell had
gained her fancy. It was merely a
passing fancy, and with superstition to
aid blm Harry would have no trouble
In displacing bis rival. It was only her
husband's stubborn Insistence upon
Jem Howell which had prevented her
from ousting Waddell before. She
could have dealt with a single opposition, but the two were against her, and
she must resort to strategy.
She did not dream that her husband
bad paid any attention to her talk, so
she smiled placidly to herself over her
sewing In the thought that on the morrow victory would perch upon her banners, while on the opposite side of the

:
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points East to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and

Itellyoul"
"It ain't. It's lapsed."
"It has not!"
"It has, though. He ain't done his

"I'll
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When a few moments later she dared
to raise her bead she saw something lying on the trail which told her that she
was alone on the mountain, and, clasping her temples with both hands to
guard her eyes from other sights, like
a hunted deer she sped down the trail.

Superstition and
& Trio
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Copyright,
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HIED LADIES."

table her better half chuckled at the
pit she had dug for herself. Neither
thought of Pax.
Jem Howell, pacing up and down by
the stream the following evening, heard
footsteps and became suddenly alert.
A moment and a shadow crossed his
face. The firm tread he heard never
could be Grace approaching. He stepped back into the shadow of the big
butternut tree which shaded the spring
Just as Harry Powers burst through a
tangle of brush and approached the
spring.
The letter's quick eyes detected his
rival's form, though not his identity,
and with a spring he was upon him.
"I'll leach you tramps to hang around
private property," tie rled; then his
grip upou the other's coat relaxed as
they came Into the moonlight, and he
could see the 'face of his captive.
"What are jou bunging nround here
for?" he Demanded."
"1 wis just coming over from
and thought I'd like, a drink of
Her Flaace.
spring water,"' was the easy explanation. It never would do to let Towers
A West Philadelphia family wai at
know that he expected Grace.
upper one night, talking about the en"Wonder you didn't stop at the gagement of one of the daughters,
whose wedding was soon to be. The
house," growled Powers. "You're alnegro servant, who acted as waitress,
ways hanging around here."
"I was afraid I'd run into you," relaundress, etc., had just brought Into
torted Jem. "Somehow you nlways tbe dining room the dessert, when one
of the girls asked, "Virginia, have you
seem to be there yourself."
"If I am, I'm welcome," was the re- seen Edith's fiance?" "Laws! I doan
was saying know, honey," she replied. "Hit ain't
sponse.
the other night she never seemed to been In de wash ylt."
have a chance for a nice quiet chat,
Hla Cramp.
some one else always keeps butting In,"
"I have
much of late,"
"You could have all the chance you
want," advised Howell, "if you wasn't he said, "with writer's cramp." And,
smiling wanly, be tightened his belt
Mr,
bothering Grace, all the time.
Pleasanton was saying just the other two holes. "Here Is where It usually takes me,"
night that Grace ought to know all
he explained, patting his concave stomyour Jokes by heart now."
"He laughed at that one about the ach. St. Louis
girl and the cow the other night," asOn tha Safe Sid.
serted Powers aggressively.
Student Then how much does the
"Yes," admitted, Jem. "He said It re
suit come to for cash? Tailor
minded him of the first minstrel show marks. Student And If paid forFifty
by
ne ever saw dsck m me sixties."
Installments? Tallor-- A hundred mark;
"If you want a drink," suggested
only In that case you will have to
Powers, abandoning the warfare, "you pay half down. From the German.
will find the cup on the tree there."
"I'm not In a hurry," was the placid
Where necessity ends curiosity beresponse. "I kinder like the quiet here.
and no sooner are we supplied
gins,
I'd like to alt here alone for an hour or with
everything that nature can deso and jest sort of think things over."
mand than we sit down to contrive ar:'IJblnkjveathJtettex.be gettlnf tificial appetites. Johnson,

f

Bas-com- 's

"And the one who looks over our
shoulder into the water Is the man you
will marry," concluded Mrs. Pleasanton. "I never knew It to fall.",
John Pleasanton smiled behind his
Halloween superstitious
newspaper,
were nonsense, but here was an opportunity for advancing Jem Howell's
chances. If Grace believed in such
things what was easier ,thau sending
Howell to the spring to appear at tbe
opportune moment' And tbe best of
tbe joke would be that his wife was
aiding him to circumvent Harry Powers, tbe maternal choice for
"Bui there Is ho well to look down,"
protested Grace. "Our well Is a pump."
"The spring will do even better," was
the confronting assurance, Grace shiv.
ered.
.':;,:
"Go alone to the spring at midnight!"
he 'cried.
.;
"I'll go with you!" cried Pax, her
small brother,' who found some relief
in Latin from bis Puritan name of
Peaceful. Mrs: Pleasanton held up her
hands in horror.
"Indeed you will not!" she cried In
shocked tones. "That would break the
spell. Grace must go alone." And she
smiled to herself as she thought of her
cleverness la providing Powers with
.;

"rr ain't Polite to scrap about

suggested Powers, with a
glance at his watch. "It's getting on.
I'll go as far as Jenkins' with you."
"What time is it?" demanded Jem.
''Half past 11." Powers showed the
watch dial. Howell figured that it
would take ten mluuies to walk on
Jenkins' with Powers. Ue would go
up the road a little way and then make
a cut across the fields and be hack before 12.
Together they turned toward the
road, and after u brisk walk Powers
turned lu at the Jenkins gate, and Jem
kept on up the road. A little distance
beyond a clump of trees threw an inky
blackness over the dust marked path,
and In their friendly shelter Jem climbed the fence and made a bee line tor
the Bprlng.
He was still panting from his exertions as he reached tbe butternut and
encountered Powers' wrathful glance.
"Thought yon were going to town,"
he jeered.
"Thought you had business with Jenkins," retorted Jem.
"Jenkins wasu't home," announced
Powers unblushiugly.
"So you came back to get a drink,"
luughed Jem unpleasantly, "You had
better get it and be going on. I've an
engagement here, to tell the truth, and
I don't want you hanging around."
"You?" sneered Powers, abandoning
pretense, "Why, Mrs. Pleasanton fixed
the whole thing up for me."
"She did not," contradicted Jem.
"You must have heard somehow and
just come around to spoil things, as
usual."
"Spoil things!" echoed Powers Indignantly. "I like that. Why, If I had
less patience I'd have thrashed you long
ago for an interfering busybody."
"If you bad bad more sand you'd
have tried It long ago," taunted Jem.
"It's because you know you can't lick
me you've kept off. I'd have thrashed
you long ago If It hadn't seemed such
a shame to put It on a chap who can't
defend himself."
Five minutes later two men with
bruised and bleeding faces abandoned
hostilities by common consent to face
a small boy with a broad grin upon his
face.
"What you fellows fighting for?" demanded Pax. You ain't scrappin' about
Grace, be ye?"
"What if we are?" asked Howell.
"Nothin' much," was the cool answer,
"only it ain't polite to scrap about married ladles."- "Whose married demanded the pair.
"You see," explained Pax, "you fellows ain't treated me right. You could
come an' see Grace and you didn't care
about me. Now, ma wouldn't let Vance
come around or let Grace go out with
him, and so he had to write letters, and
I took 'em for him. He was nice to me
.
and you fellows weren't.
"Last night I could see what ma was
up to, and I could tell pa was goln' to
try the same thing. I figured out that
you'd be out of the way and ma'd not
be worryln' about Grace, so she skipped
oft with Vance and went to Stillwater
to get married."
Silently Jem and Powers resumed
their coats and together they started
for the village. Pax called them back.
"Say," be advised sagely, "nex' time
you fellows want to get married you
remember that I did this and you get
hunks with the brother; never mind
her pa and ma."
along,7
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Santa Fe Central Railway System

HOTELJRRIVALS.

Palace.
SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE
II. M. Fulwider, St. Louis;
A.- - L.
White, Kansas City; Mrs. B. R.
New York City; Jacob Finley, FAST PASSENGER AND FREIGHT 8ERVICE.
TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD
St. Louis; W. W. H. Findlay, Las Vegas; George G. Anderson, Denver; J.
G. Martin, Cincinnati;
O. L. Miller,
Topeka; Ralph R. Forbfs, Topeka; J.
C. Hudson, Chicago.
Claire.
Mell Warner, El Paso; W. E. Neal,
Albuquerque: C. W. Cook, Albuquerque; E. M. Ilarter, El Paso; A. E.
Bernalillo; J. W. Dillard, Washington, Indiana; H. D. Clarke, Chicago.
Normandie.
J. Meyer, Albuquerque; Arthur
Raton; John Welnbury, Trinidad; Martin Romero, Williams, Art- zona; E. Oben, Morlarty; Harry Wil
liams, Cerrillos; T. L. Pace, L. Pace,
O. C. Zimmerman, P. R. Boley, NoMiss Josie
wata, Indian Territory;
Gates and Mrs. F. W. Gates, Durango;
Ysldore Ferran, Coyote.
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The New Mexican Bindery Is turning out some of the most artistic
It Is the
binding in the Southwest.most completely equipped bindery In
the Rocky Mourtain States south of
Denver.
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FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
MASONIC.

Montezuma Lodge No
1, A. F. & A. M. Regu
lar communication first
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at 7:30
p. m.

H. F. STEPHENS, W.
ALAN R. MCCORD, Cecy.

M.

Santa Fe Chapter, No,
1, R, A. M.
Regular
convocation 2nd Monday of each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30
p. m.
S. SPITZ H P
'
ARTHUR SEUGMAN, Secy.
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Santa Fe Commandery

Connections at Torrance, New Mexico, with El Paso & Southwestern
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa Fe,
New Mexico, with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Santa Fe
with the Denver & Rio Grsnde Railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Route your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway, via
Torrance, New Mexico.
Your business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS,
8. B. QRIMSHAW,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT,
Asst. Sec'y and Treas.
,
J. P. LYNG,
A. L. GRIM3HAW,
Trav. Freight and Pass. Agt.
City Freight and Pass. Agt.
General Offices, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

No.

Regular conclave
1
T fourth Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall at
:30 p.m.
W. K GRIFFIN, E. O.
W. II. KENNEDY, Recorder.
1, K. T.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No.

1,

14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Rite of Scottish Free Masonry meets

on the third Saturday of each month
7:30 o'clock In the evening
In
Masonic Hall, south side ot Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Free Masons are
cordially Invited to attend.
CHARLES FRANKLIN EASLEY, 32.
Venerable Master.
PERCY FRANCIS KNIGHT, 14, Sec.

at

Rabbet Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TIME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3ECAUSE THEY SAVE
TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.

I. O. O. F.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, 1. O. O. F
meets every Thursday evening In Odd
Fellows' Hall, San Francisco street
Visiting brothers welcome.
MAX KALTER, N. G.
DAVID I MILLER, Secy.
KNIGHT8 OF PYTHIAS.
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights of
Pythias. Regular meeting every first
and third Tuesday evenings at t
o'clock, Castle Hall temporarily with
Odd Fellows, San Francisco street
Visiting Knights given a cordial and
fraternal welcome.
PAUL A. F. WALTER, C. O.
J. S. OANDELARIO, K. R, S.
R, H. BOWLER, Master of Finance.
B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 480, B. P. O. H.,
holds its regular session on the second
and fourth Wednesdays of each month.
Visiting brothers are Invited and wel
come.
NORMAN L. KINO, B. R.
A. J. FISCHER, Secy.
FRATERNAL UNION.
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 259, Fraternal
Union of America. Regular meetings
first and third Mondays In each month
at 8 o'clock' p. ra.. Odd Fellows' Hall,
San FranclBCo street. Visiting Fra1
ers welcome. .
R. L. BAiCa, Oaternal Master.
DAVID GONZALB3, Secy.
MAGGI1 O. MONTOTA,

Tree.

PRICE-LIS-

T

ISo
Stamp, not over 2$ inches long
Each additional line on eame stamp, 10c.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 2$ and not over 3J inches long. .20c
Each additional line on same stamp, 15c.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 3J and not over 5 inches long. . . ,25c
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
One-lin- e
5c
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per inch
.Each additional line, same price.
Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 25c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Where type used is over one-hainch in size, we charge
for one line'for each one-ha-lf
inch or fraction.
DATES, ETC.
Local Dater, any town and date for ten years
.$1.00
50c
Ledger Dater, month, day and year in
85c
Regular line Dater
Defiance or Model Batfd Dater
.$1.50
Fac Simile Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut, 1.50
Pearl Check Protector
1.00
SELF INKING STAMP PADS.
1
Jx2f, 10c; 2x3J, 15c;2is3i, 25c; 2x41, 35c; 3ix6J, 50c;
One-lin- e

lf

.....

.

4Jx7i,

?5c.

FOR TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS

jIEtf rEXICAJil PRIJITIJIG
SANTA FE. NEW MEXICO.

.

CO.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA JTE, N. M.
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GIOCEfS,

BUTCHS!

BAlEiS,

J.

M. DIAZ, M. D.

202 Water Street

CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.

1

to

B

p.

250 San Francisco Street.
Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone No. 40

Almoit every family hai need
of a reliable remedy for colic or
diarrhea at tome time during th

Sunday.

PRIVATE HOSPITAL

SUMMER DRINKS.
Weather is now warmer. Time to think of cooling drinks.
30c.
Grape Juice, bottle 25c, 30c, 35c and GOc. Unfermented Wines, Quarts
each
etc.,
Soda
.Quarts,
Water,
Ale,
Grape Fruit, Champagne, Ginger
?1'65
15c, dozen
Pints, each 10c, dozen
25
Hire's Root Beer, each
10c and 25c
Cherry Phosphate
LUNCH MEATS.
20c
Mackerel in Tomato or Mayonnaise Dressing per can
40c
to
12
and
10c,
up
Imported Sardines,
25c, 30c, and 35c
Shrimp and Lobster,

2

year.
' This remedy is recommended
by dealer who have told it for
many yean and know it value.
It has received thouiandi of
testimonials from grateful people.
It hat been prescribed by physicians with the most satisfactory

First clans accommodations for
limited numbur of patients. ;

4

New operating rooms completely
equipped with modern Instru-

ments. Faradlc, galvanic
and static electrlettv.
and Radiographic work.
Violet Rays, Phototherapy,
Ozono Generator, Etc.

PS"

results.
It has often saved life before
medicine could have been Mat for
or a physician summoned.
It only costs a quarter. Can
you afford to risk so much for w

All classes ot blanks are kept on
hand at the offices 'of the New lexl- can PrintlngCompany.

05

,

Colic, Cholera & Diarrhea Remedy

:

m., except WwJnwd&y
(iDii

14, 1I0S.

Chamberlain's

Telephone No. 30.

Office Hours

No.

Deviled Ham, Tongue, Etc

THURSDAY, JUNE

4

nttle

BUY IT NOW.

MUSHROOMS.

We carry an excellent line of Mushrooms:
; NEW
MEXICO CLIFF DWELLINGS.
15c and 25c per can.
.'
Pieces and stems.
30c
Buttons, First Choice, lib. tins
ed the Lodge, the pavilion and club
35
A TRIP WORTH MAKING.
Buttons, Miniatures, lib tins, each
rooms at Cloudoroft, Including the
15c
tins
Buttons, Sur Extra Fine,
land on which these buildings stand,
Miss the
Don't
and
First
America
See
35c
but It has not purchased the property
Buttons, in glass jars
Cliff Dwellings is the Advice of
PASSED BY SENATE of the Alaimogordo Improvement Com.Mushrooms are very nice for patties, for serving with veal cutletsfi.:
Bill.
Uncle
pany nor any further land in the
Mushrooms are very nice for patties, for serving with beafsteak, at beefCloudcroft reservation, as was
In
Las
the
One.
Uncle
Vegas
Genial
Bill,
Often
etc.
from
served
Continued
lamb
Page
chops,
steak dinners, and for serving with veal cutlets,
stated this morning. GenOptic of Tuesday evening dilates pleaswith green peas, in connection wilth meats.
H. J. Simmons is now
eral
Manager
Noexcursion
that
hood at an election to be held on
antly upon the unique
Dawson
has not been a Cloudat
and
SALADS.
is planned by the Santa Fe Archaeolog- vember Cth next.
croft for some time.
Cliff
If one is in the habit of serving salads she should have a supply of such ical Society to the Pajarito
Postmaster Appointed.
condiments as Terragon vinegar, Worcestershire Sauce, Mint Sauce, Mush- Dwellers' Park, thirty miles west of
Upon the recommendation of Dole- otn. He gate W. H. Andrews, Alice L.
room Catsup, Paprika, Tabasco Sauce, Onion Relish, etc. We carry all such Santa Fe, on July 3d, 4th and
OFFICIAL MATTERS,
ardson has, been appointed postmaster
items and would be pleased to show them to any one interested.
So-- of the postofflce at Albatross, Otero
Fe
Santa
"The
Archaeological
It is Important to have pure well flavored oliv eoil for salads. We especlety is planning a most unique and County.
Notary Public Appointed.
cially recommend our Italian oil which we well in cans at 85c for quarts, interesting trip to the Pajarito Park' Andrews Secures Pensions for
Governor Hagerman today appointed
ans.
$1.1)5 for
Santa Fe on July 3d, 4th and 5th.
gallon, and $2.75 for gallon.
J. W. Stephenson, ot Alto, Lincoln
Through the efforts of Delegate to County, to be a notary public.
The Pajarito Park, as you may not
We also have a pint can of good imported oil which we sell at 30c.
know Is the park that Congress pro- - Congress W. H. Andrews, Edward
JAVA COFFEE.
poses to set aside as a permanent res- - Johnson of Albuquerque, has been
Genuine Java Coffees are retailed at all the way from 25c to 50c or more per
ervation, under government control on allowed a pension of $10 a month by FLAG DAY OBSERVED
pound. The best Java Coffee we have ever sold is Chase & Sanborn's Fancy account of the great number and va- - the Pension Bureau,
IN CAPITAL CITY
President Roosevelt today signed the
Mark Java. We have this in bulk and in lib parchment lined Gray Bags ried forms of the ancient and prehis- W.
J.
now
bill,
torlc
special pension
granting
no,
they
National Ensign With Red, White and
at 40c per pound. In 51b. cans at $1.90 per can, and in 101b cans at $3.75
call it ruins to be found scattered Blan chard of Santa Fe a pension of
Blue Bunting Generously
per can. This coffee is blended from the finest selections of Private Estate over it.
$30 a month. The bill was passed
Displayed.
a
blend.
flavored
mild
rich
to
of
lovers
Javas and will be found very pleasing
"There are other places ta the trough the efforts of Delegate to
resa
Andrews.
SPECIAL A clean, strong, well flavored Ceylon Tea at 35c per pound...
where are found larger comFlag Day was fittingly observed In
mnn.nl dwelling and lanrer cliff dwell- - Favorable Report on Prohibiten Mea- the Capital City today.
Business
sure.
and residences were decorated
ings, but no where that both cliff and
places
Washington, June 14. The House with flags and
communal dwellings are found in such
bunting, and the naon alcoholic liquor traffic
numbers and besides these there are' committee
tional ensign was displayed from the
da
0
hundreds and hundreds of dwellings
of the Capitol, postoffice, fed1
f flagstaffs
pr,oh b'U"g
or rooms formed by chiseling out of le ,Te,7e
and county buildings.
eral
the
?u"d
the solid sandstone cliffs large cham-- , alcohllc ll1"or In,
The evolution of the American flag
d
s
bers with small doors or entrances, Iemtso owned or lease by the
Is short, but Interesting. In the early
.
This
Stat
proM
in most cases run back several, f
fvernmen
of the Revolutionary war, the sol
for WeddLag Cax4i b4 Aaaosacenuta M
of liquor on days
feet and then the main room opens' ''tion
diers who established the liberty of
urn
luc guvciumcilb icdci taiiuu ai
ih Hew
our country marched to battle under
lUIUl, UUILU1 L, II guild, ilUl Opilll&O, several
flags, but later its was decided,
"In places the Canon Cliffs are fairin
Arkansas, and In several hotels
in the Interest of unity and patriotism,
with these doorways Yellowstone Park,
ly
These rooms are not, I believe, found News of Senate Action Received by to adopt one flag, which should become
a national emblem and supersede all
any where else In the Southwest.
Governor.
others previously used.
"Besides all these attractions the
of
was
the
one
Governor Hagerman
At that time the country consisted
country Itself is one of the most first In Santa Fe to get the news of
of thirteen states and the continental
tiit PUc
Mexi-thaction taken by the Senate upon
charming spots in northern New
on June 14, 1777, very appror congress
co, being covered with heavy pine the statehood report when he
priately enacted that the Union flag
and well watered.
ed the following telegram:
of the young republic should consist
"The number to participate has
Washington, June 13, 14, 190G.
of thirteen stars and thirteen stripes.
been limited to forty. Tents, teams, Hon. Herbert J. Hagerman, Santa Fe. On account of the admission of addiMaaafactsiref Of
New Mexico,
and commissary will be supplied by
tional states It later became necessary
The statehood bill has just passed
the society. A common table will be
to make some change in the flag in or6:25
at
m.
Senate
tho
unanimously,
p.
served and cooks and guides will be
der that each state might In some mandeleof
election
It provides for the
taken along
ner be represented. In order to meet
"The cost of each member will be1 gat toMthe cnstitutl"aI
a the demands of the growing country,
election and
at
the
only $7.50 for the three days' trip.
New M:xic j
Santa Fe,
vote as to whether one the continental congress on April 4th,
The entire trip will be made overland. yea and nay
enacted that on the adshall
formed out of Arizona 1818, further
state
be
The camp will be established at a
of a new Btate to the Union,
mission
In
vote
favor
Mexico.
New
If
and
they
one star should be added to the Union
spring in the Alamo Canon and there of
joint statehood, a constitutional
six tents will be pitched. It was re
will be held on December of the flag.
convention
solved to extend to a limited number
The flag which at that time was leat Santa Fe. The delegates shall
of persons, not members of tne so- 3dAflnttin
O n afvtv
gally adopted, floated over the terrinntr fn nnt ITinKa
JffRASClSCO DELlUDO.
LETI A. HUGHES.
to accompany
clety the opportunity
f'ormIng the constitution. Sixty tory oocupied by the thirteen original
HUGHES & DELGADO.
the excursion. To these, the cost will
of which was
the constitutional conven- states, the population
after
days
be $10 per person, covering team hire,
3,500,000. A trifle more than one hunan election shall be held on wh
tion,
meals and shelter for the ladies.
have passed
ther the constitution shall be adopted. dred and twenty-flv- but years
We have some choice property for the person with small capital and also
the growth of the
since that time,
"It
almost
looks
like
and
taking
state
candy
all
election
this
county
At
rare bargains for the wealthy. Let. us show you our list of property.
from a baby to get all this for such officers will be elected. The bill car country since that time has been re:
:
:
:
Santa Fe N. M.
Office West Side of Plaza,
a price but if you have any Interest ries all the provisions of the Hamilton- - markable. Instead of the thirteen
states, the stars and stripes
ta such things and who is there who
Beveridge bill providing $5,000,000 for original
forty-fivIndependent
hasn't?
schools and large land grants. It will now float over
a population of
"You'd better drop a line to Paul A. pass the House tomorrow and will be commonwealths, with
over 80,000,000. Farther than that, It
F. Walter at Santa Fe and get your signed by the President Friday.
extended to the Aleutian Islands,
has
W. H. ANDREWS.
'name in the pot before June 25 or,
to the great Philippine
better still, Join the society and go as
A similar message was also receiv- to Hawaii and
archipelago.
a member. 'See America first.'"
ed by the New Mexican.
Eliminations From Rate Bill Made.
Washington, June 14. The confer- CLOUDCROFT FOREST
MARKET REPORT.
ence on the railroad rate bill today
FIRE NOW RAGING
eliminated the provision which they
of
the
salaries
the
Inserted
Increasing
MONEY AND METALS.
Do Much Damage to Pine
New York, June 14. Money on call secretary and assistant secretary of Probably
Tlmbei" Large Number of Men
the Interstate commerce commission
3
firmer 3
Fighting Flames.
and providing that the bill should take
Prime Mercantile Paper 551-2- .
'tne
Its
after
passage,
effect
days
sixty
64
Sliver
June 14. The
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA : : : SANTA FE, N. M. New Ycrk, June 14. Lead steady, discussion then turned on the subject Alamoeordo. N. fireM.. which
has been
forest
amends
disastrous
line
and
lateral
19. of a
$5.505.90; copper, steady, 18
the timber adjoining CloudSt. Louis, June 14. Spelter firm at ment, neither of which were disposed burning in
of. The indications are that the anti- - croft, has now gained dangerous head
$6.15.
W. N. TOWNSEND.
W. AKERS.
pass amendment will be remodeled to way and it Is feared much damage may
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
most of the exemptions made result Reports from the lumber camps
Chicago, June 14. Wheat, July, 82 include
In the fire district say, that every man
by the Senate amendment.
Sept., 82
who can be secured is being employed
52
52
Sept.,
Cornjuly
to combat the flames but as yet they
35
39
Oats, July
Sept.,
DEMOCRATS LET
are unchecked, A considerable area
Lard, July, $8.77
Sept.,
has
VOTE
already been swept by fire but the
NATIVES
$8.95.
Reconflagration has not yet reached the
Eddy County Central Committee
Ribs, July, $9.32
Sept., $9.22
heavy timbered district where the
verses Former Action, Regarding
Pork, July, $16.50; Sept., $16.60.
heaviest damage would result.
Polls.
at
The old established line of goods formerly carried at
Race
Prejudice
WOOL MARKET.
"Our Place" has been added to our stock. We buy our
St. Louis, June 14. Wool steady, unEL PASOAN IMPLICATED
Carlsbad, N. M., June 14. At a
changed.
goods in government bond and can guarantee absolute
IN SILVER CITY BRAWL
of the Eddy County Demomeeting
MARKET.
STOCK
purity. Elegant club rooms in connection. Side entrance
held here last
committee
central
cratic
102
89
Atchison,
pfd,
Silver City, H. M., June 14. O. O.
to Coronado Hotel.
Saturday afternoon, the committee re
New York Central. 139.
a carpenter who cama l.'RS
Hlnton,
the
to
action
former
its
versed
prior
Pennsylvania, 133
two weeks ago witv h
AKERS & TOWNSEND,
late primary of May 19 in regard to from El Paso
Southern Pacific, 65
biother-in-law- ,
R. Martls. got
the admission of the Mexican vote. wife and
Union Pacific, 149
pfd, 94
all other races can lnv a uifllpulty at their home In this
and
Mexican
The
105
Copper,
now cast a vote in the party primar-- ' citir Tiifsriy evening. HInton's face
Steel, 39; pfd, 105
and
and fctfii' were cut considera-VYou'll Have to Hurry !
les.
LlvE 8TOCK.
c
The committee also placed the name he ;i& shot in the shoulder. The
A lady just from Mexico arrived In
Kansas City, June 14. Cattle ret.'oee, It is thought, from the u,o- W. Armstrong on the ticket,
of
John
500
southerns;
beautiful
with
a
including
Fe
Santa
ceipts 3,000,
yesterday
interfering with a quarrel
assortment of 'Mexican drawn work. steady; native steers $45.75; south- - vice Judge Anandas Green, deceased, between Hlnton
and his wife.
who
a
is
Mr.
lawyer
cows
Armstrong
She needed money and we bought all em steers $34.75; southern
some
to
Missouri
from
Carlsbad
moved
native cows and heifers
she had. Come quick and get the
The New Mexican can do Printing
first pick.
$2.254.50; stackers and feeders "years ago.
equal to that done In any of the large
calves
$2.50
bulls
$2.604;
$2.254.50;
blanks of every description, cities. Our solicitor Every piece of
5.25; western fed steers $3.505.25;'
THE ORIGINAL
to the laws of New work we turn out. Try our work once
and
conforming
western cows $2.604.25.
sale by and you will certainly come again.
Sheep receipts 2,000, strong; mut- - Mexico, are on hand and for
OLD i CURIO : STORE tons $56.40; lambs $5.757.50; range the New Mexican Printing Company, We have all the facilities for turning
out every .class of work, Including one
wethers $56.25; fed ewes $4.505.90.
of the be3t Binderies In the West
J. 8. CANDELARIO, PROP.
'
14.
Cattle
LAND
8,000; CLOUDCROFT
Chicago, June
San Francisco St.
IS NOT SOLD.
steady to weak; beeves $4 6.05; cows
PLACE YOUR PROPERTY.
and heifers $1.451.50; stackers and
Is It that the firm of Hughes &
We Are Headquarters for the Best As feeders
Why
re14.
The
Texans
$3.75
June
El
Paso,
Texas,
$2.754.70;
are making a success of the
sortment of
Delgado
Southwestern
4.35; calves $5.256.75.
ported purchase by the
estate
business? It Is because this
real
CURIOS AND CHIMAYO AND NAVA
of
of the entire Cloudcroft reservation
Sheep 12,000, strong; sheep $4.60
firm Is reliable and.' any property
HO INDIAN BLANKETS.
6.15; lambs $5.507.20.
3,600 acres Is denied at the general
In their hands will he looked
offices of the Southwestern, where it placed
manner. Office
If you caunot afford io pay for a was stated that neither that road nor after In a businesslike
Plaza.
west
of
e
had
bought
Company
dally paper, subscribe for the Weekly the Phelps-DodgNew Mexican Review and get the any more land at Cloudcroft than It
If you want anything on eartn try
Drawn Work, Baskets, Pottery and In- cream of the week's doings. It Is a has owned since the Lodge was built
New Mexican "ad."
a
ownto
to
has
friends.
Southwestern
send
The
always
dlan Curios in the United States.
your
good paper
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New MesScsw

Rich-say-

Veter-abov-

e

UBLISHERS

s

aut?d

EADQUARTERS

Unii-whic-

MJrn.
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V
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honey-combe- d
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RINTERS.

.

BINDERS

o

e

recelv-timbe-

Mercantile Stationery

BLANK BOOKS AND LEDGERS.

I

f

-

Sole Makers for New Atexico of the

Celebrated Frev Patent

Vl

Insurance and Real Estate

FLAT

:

OPENING

:

BLANK

:

BOOK.

e

e

PLACE
OUR
OTTO
RETSCH

Proprietor.

Fine Wines, Liquors and cigars.

anti-pas-

4

"THE CLUB"

Proprietors.

I ron-bl-

DENVER &JU0

44

GRAPE

Scenic Line of tlie World."

SHORTEST AND QUICKEST LINE

TO

ther-ui-la-

DENVER, PUEBLO AND COLORADO SPRINGS
AND ALL COLORADO POINTS

leal

I

301-30- 3

Opals and Turquois

-.

.

Connection at Denver with all lines East and West
Time
Quick and Rates as Low as Other Lines.

u

PULLMAN SLEEPERS, DINING CARS, TOURIST
CARS, AND CHAIR CARS, on all Through Trains.
No Tiresome Delays at Anj Station,
IntomatloB AdtWMi
For Iilnatrated AdTtrttalac IUttr
S. K. HOOPER, Q. P. md T. A., DENVER, COLORADO,
A. S BARNEY, T. P. A., SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

ir

